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FY 2022 MHAA Project Grant Intent to Apply Form
Intent to Apply

INSTRUCTIONS

• All questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities,
please contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or
410-697-9555. We will do our best to provide alternative forms
of application materials and resources.

• Please use plain text. Content will not retain formatting such as
bold, italics, or bullets.

• When you have completed your application, click Review. You
will be given a final opportunity to review your Intent to Apply.
If you have included all the required answers and materials, you
will be able to click Submit.

• You must submit your Intent to Apply form no later than 11:59
p.m. on January 29, 2021.

HOW TO

• Spell-check: click the check mark to the right of the answer field.
• Save a draft: click Save and Finish Later at the top and bottom of
each page. You may also click Next to continue the application,
which will also save your work.

Completing an Intent to Apply form does not in any way commit your
organization to completing a full application.

Once your Intent to Apply form is processed, you will receive an
email with a link to complete a full application, should you decide to
proceed.

Applicant Information
Federal Tax ID
(Also known as the Employer Identification Number or EIN). This is generally
a 9-digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
27-2246764

Applicant Organization
Greater Remington Improvement Association, Inc.

Address
406 W 23rd Street

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21218

Primary Project Contact Person
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Prefix
Mr.

First Name
Bruce

Last Name
Willen

Title
Project lead

Office Phone
410-299-0028

Extension

E-mail
bruce@brucewillen.com

Address
2429 Maryland Ave.

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21218

Primary Contact's Role on the Project
Project lead, designer and artist

Project Description
Heritage Area
Check all that apply. If you not sure which heritage area your project is in,
watch this short video with instructions on how to check.
Baltimore National

County where the project will take place:
Baltimore City

Project Title
Ghost Rivers: Rediscovering hidden streams that flow beneath our feet

What type of project are you requesting funding for?
The following types of activities are eligible to receive MHAA funding:

• Capital - Acquisition, Development, Rehabilitation, Restoration, Pre-
Development (Construction and Pre-Construction), Trails

• Non-Capital - Planning, Research, Interpretation, Exhibits, Digital
Resources, Signage, Archeology, Educational Programs, Seminars,
Conferences, Performances, Commemorations, Festivals

33/8/2021
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Non-Capital (MHAA)

Project Description
Briefly describe your project, including what your end results and products
will be.
Ghost Rivers is a multi-site public art installation in Baltimore that visualizes
“lost” streams buried below the streets of the city. The project traces the
streams’ original paths and histories across surface roads and sidewalks.
Through a series of permanent installations Ghost Rivers will make visible a
forgotten history and landscape that has been dramatically transformed over
the last 200 years.

This project follows the hidden path of Sumwalt’s Run, one of the main
tributaries of the Jones Falls river, as it flows beneath what is now the
Remington neighborhood.

Installation elements include artistic historic markers that reveal stories tied
to the land and path of the stream — as Piscataway and Susquehannock
hunting grounds; at the site one of the city’s first artificial ice factories; of
19th-century figure skaters on Sumwalt’s Pond — commemorating these
rarely-told histories.

Benefit to the Heritage Area
Briefly discuss how your project will benefit heritage tourism in your local
heritage area.
Each year, arts- and history-based tourism supports millions of dollars of
economic activity in Baltimore. Much of that activity is concentrated around
downtown neighborhoods and major institutions. However, much of
Baltimore’s memorable charm can be found in “Charm City’s” historic
residential neighborhoods — a fact emphasized in Visit Baltimore’s current
“Explore” marketing campaign.

Ghost Rivers supports this growing interest in authentic, unusual stories by
creating a unique monument and public artwork just off the beaten path.
This placemaking installation will increase awareness of local history and
ecology and will spark conversations about people’s relationship to our
natural and built environments. Traffic calming effects and enhanced street
activity will improve quality of life for residents and visitors alike.

A partnership with Blue Water Baltimore and activations such as walking
tours and educational components will further build community and positive
publicity for the area.
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Project Budget
When typing in dollar amounts, only enter numbers. Round the
amounts to the nearest dollar.

MHAA grant funds requested
The minimum amount you can request is $5,000. The maximum amount is
$50,000 for non-capital projects and $100,000 for capital projects.
30000.00

Total Matching Funds Expected
• Your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar, with any
combination of cash and in-kind contributions.

• This means that if you receive a $5,000 grant, your organization must
spend an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.

• This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours
you plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour)
and the documented value of donated services and materials.

• All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
• If you plan to spend additional match, beyond the required dollar-for-
dollar match, list the total amount of non-state funds you anticipate
spending on the project here. Leveraging more than the required one-
to-one match is not a requirement and will not mean that your project is
more likely to be funded.

30000.00

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-ITA Received

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization
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INSTALLATIONS TRACE THE 
ORIGINAL STREAM PATH 

ACROSS PUBLIC ROADWAYS

ROADWAY ARTWORK 
HAS ADDED TRAFFIC-

CALMING BENEFITS

HIGHWAY GRADE 
ROAD MARKERS OR 
PAVING MATERIALS

INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE/
PLAQUES PROVIDE HISTORICAL 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

ARTISTIC WAYFINDING MARKERS EMBEDDED 
IN ROADWAYS AND SIDEWALKS VISUALIZE THE 
STEAM PATH (ETCHED METAL AND/OR CAST 
COLORED CONCRETE MARKERS) 

ENGRAVED ADDITIONAL 
HISTORIC TEXTS OR POETRY 

EVOKE THE LOST STREAM

* Final visual approach to be developed during the design and community input process
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GHOST RIVERS, NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORY INSTALLATION

Below the streets of Baltimore fow dozens of lost streams. 
These ghost rivers still cascade from their sources, the many 
natural springs around the city. As the street grid sprawled 
outward from the harbor, these verdant waterways were 
buried in stone and concrete. They now run dozens of feet 
below our rowhomes, channeled into the city’s storm sewers, 
hidden and mostly forgotten. You can sometimes hear their 
rushing water echoing up from storm drains.

Ghost Rivers is a multi-site neighborhood history installation 
that visualizes “lost” streams buried below the streets of the 
city. This unique placemaking project traces the hidden path 
and history of Sumwalt Run, a major tributary of the Jones 
Falls river, where it still fows in concealed culverts deep 
beneath the Remington and Charles Village neighborhoods. 

At each Ghost Rivers site permanent artistic wayfnding 
markers embedded in roadways and sidewalks will trace 
the location where the river once fowed. Research, 
interpretive signage, and engagement events will reveal 
forgotten histories, rarely-told narratives, and dramatic 
transformations of Baltimore’s landscape.

Rediscovering hidden streams that fow beneath our feet

1896 map of Baltimore showing the “lost” stream Sumwalt Run and Sumwalt’s Pond
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Constructing Boston’s Stony Brook culvert (via UniversalHub)

BURYING STREAMS WAS COMMON PRACTICE FOR 
FLOOD CONTROL, “PUBLIC HEALTH” AND LAND 
DEVELOPMENT
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A branch of Sumwalt Run photographed through a storm drain in Charles Village A buried stream fows through a 19th-century culvert in 
Philadelphia (WHYY)

SUMWALT RUN CAN STILL BE SEEN 
AND HEARD AT SOME STORM DRAINS 
ALONG THE STREAM PATH.
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SUMWALT RUN AND ICE POND, VISIBLE ON 
G.M. HOPKINS ATLAS OF BALTIMORE, 1876
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MGS MAP OF BALTIMORE’S ORIGINAL 
WATERWAYS AND WATERSHEDS, 1935
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OLMSTED BROTHERS SURVEY OF WYMAN PARK 
DELL, SHOWING SUMWALT RUN PRIOR TO 
DIVERSION AND FILL OF STREAMBED , 1905
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EXISTING TOURIST DESTINATIONS AND HISTORIC SITES  
WITHIN ONE-BLOCK OF GHOST RIVERS

Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore Museum of Art

Historic Charles Street (Maryland Scenic Byway)

Wyman Park Dell 
(part of Sumwalt Run’s original stream valley) 

H. F. Miller & Son Tin Box and Can Manufacturing Plant (NRHP)

R. House Food Hall

American Ice Company Baltimore Plant No. 2 (NRHP)
Ghost Rivers will add interpretation and signage adjacent to this early-20th-century ice factory

Baltimore Streetcar Museum

Jones Falls Trail 

Falls Road  (Maryland Scenic Byway)

GHOST RIVERS SITE MAP + PROJECT FOCUS AREA

BALTIMORE
CITY

SOUTH REMINGTON 
+ JONES FALLS 
VALLEY AREA

I-83 (JFX)

HISTORIC MILL 
VALLEY OF THE 

JONES FALLS

ORIGINAL PATH OF SUMWALT RUN 
BASED ON 19TH-CENTURY MAPS

PROJECT FOCUS AREA

WYMAN PARK 
DELL + CHARLES 
VILLAGE AREA
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GHOST RIVERS 
INSTALLATION SITES

See following pages for details 133/8/2021



INSTALLATION SITES 
CENTRAL REMINGTON AREA

C
H

A
R

L
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S
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T.

Detailed locations, site plans, and installation phasing 
will be developed in Summer 2021 in consultation with 
DOT and the Remington community.
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SITES(2021–2022)
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INSTALLATION SITES 
SOUTH REMINGTON +  
JONES FALLS VALLEY AREA

Detailed locations, site plans, and installation phasing 
will be developed in Summer 2021 in consultation with 
DOT and the Remington community.
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JONES FALLS RIVER

PHASE 2 INSTALLATION 
SITE (2022–2023)

PHASE 1 INSTALLATION 
SITES (2021–2022)

CSX RAILROAD (BALTIM
ORE BELT LINE)

AMERICAN ICE
COMPANY 

PLANT NO. 2
(NRHP)

BALTIMORE 
STREETCAR 

 MUSEUM

NORTH AVENUE
LIGHT RAIL STATION

HISTORIC MILL 
VALLEY OF THE 

JONES FALLS
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WYMAN PARK DELL +  
CHARLES VILLAGE AREA
Phase 3 to be developed in collaboration with 
Friends of Wyman Park Dell, Baltimore Museum 
of Art, and the Charles Village community.

WYMAN
PARK DELL

CHARLES
VILLAGE

BALTIMORE
MUSEUM OF ART

JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY

HOMEWOOD CAMPUS

PHASE 2 INSTALLATION 
SITES (2022–2023)
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PUBLIC MECHANICS

Capabilities + 
Select portfolio
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

OUR PRACTICE INCLUDES public art, placemaking, 
creative strategy, and branding for communities and cultural 
institutions. With each project, we take a multidisciplinary, 
collaborative approach that aims to deepen engagement with 
the places and people around us. We cultivate moments of 
serendipity, play, and discovery, to unearth lost histories and 
begin new stories.

A FEW OF OUR CLIENTS + COLLABORATORS

AIA

Arts Council New Orleans

Baltimore Museum of Art

Baltimore Ofce of Promotion & Arts

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities

DC Public Library

Greenbuild Expo

Mahan Rykiel Associates

Maharam

Maryland Film Festival (MdFF)

the Neighborhood Design Center

PI.KL Studio

R.W. Deutsch Foundation

Seawall Development

Topos Graphics

Union Craft Brewing

Unknown Studio

U.S. Forest Service

U.S. Green Building Council

Waverly Main Street

West 8

Ziger/Snead Architects

ABOUT PUBLIC MECHANICS

Public Mechanics is a small design studio focusing on 
experiential projects for public and cultural spaces.  
We collaborate with civic, arts, and design innovators 
to make memorable places and tell essential stories.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

PROJECT TEAM

Bruce Willen Kacie Mills
FOUNDER + CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Bruce Willen is a multidisciplinary designer, artist, and musician with 
over 15 years of experience leading high-profle design projects that 
have shaped the visual language of Baltimore, the sustainable building 
industry, and beyond. Prior to starting Public Mechanics, he co-founded 
acclaimed Baltimore design agency Post Typography, where he maintains 
an advisory role. His designs and illustrations have appeared on multiple 
covers of Time Magazine, The New York Times, and ESPN, among others. 
He has received numerous fancy-pants design awards has been published 
in dozens of design periodicals and books from Phaidon, Taschen, and 
Rizzoli, as well as a Post Typography monograph from European publisher 
Pyramyd Éditions. He has spoken at the Cooper Union, Minneapolis 
College of Art & Design, and Harvard University among many others.

A COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE

We maintain relationships with a network of skilled engineers, fabricators, mural artists, lighting technicians, programmers, and other specialists who 
collaborate with our team to realize even the most ambitious projects.

SENIOR DESIGNER

Kacie Mills is a designer, writer, and painter based in Baltimore. She 
was an integral part of the design team at Post Typography for fve years 
where she played a lead role on projects that ranged from rebranding 
non-proft, advocacy, and arts organizations to designing award-winning 
album covers for bands like Beach House. Her current work supports 
organizations that focus on equity and environmental justice in public 
and green spaces. Kacie studied at Maryland Institute College of Art, and 
has taught there as well.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

The Chairs
PUBLIC ART : 2020

This permanent installation at the Anacostia Public Library reimagines common seating as 
a form of expression, stretching chairs and benches into surreal and whimsical shapes that 
activate a sense of play. Each of the eight custom chairs and benches encourages interaction 
and ofers unique opportunities for play and social engagement.

FRIENDS 
CHAIRS

SMILE BENCH

FROWN 
BENCH

PYRAMID CHAIRRAINBOW CHAIR

SEESAW 
BENCH

YOGA 
CHAIR

SKEWED CHAIRS
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

The Voxel Theater
EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, WAYFINDING : 2020

The Voxel is a black box theater and performance space in Baltimore. Our team developed a comprehensive experiential design 
and brand identity for the theater, including signage, murals, wayfnding, and artistic lighting. Stage cues — the hidden backstage 
language of theater — are made visible, becoming kinetic poetry that winds through the lobby and restrooms of The Voxel.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

Monuments for People
PUBLIC ART : 2022 PROJECTED INSTALLATION

Washington, DC is full of statues of fgures from the past, most of whom were powerful white men. Flipping that tradition, 
this project celebrates the diverse, present-day residents of the Southwest neighborhood. A sculptural colonnade, portraying 
neighborhood notables, will connect visitors from the National Mall to Banneker Park at the DC riverfront. 
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

Some Thing in the Water
PUBLIC ART, LIGHT ART, SOUND DESIGN : 2018

Some Thing in the Water is an enormous, 25,000 sq. ft. underwater 
programmed light and audio installation. First installed in the Baltimore 
Inner Harbor for the Light City Festival this immersive installation 
turns the water into an enormous canvas, allowing audiences to dream 
of strange glowing creatures beneath the surface. A huge array of 
submerged blue LEDs pulse in pre-programmed “behaviors,” creating 
an otherworldly experience that connects viewers to their natural 
environment.

 ſ LEARN MORE AT POSTTYPOGRAPHY.COM/CASE-STUDIES/
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

Waverly W
PUBLIC ART, WAYFINDING : 2015

This eight-foot tall sculptural steel W serves as a gateway to Baltimore’s Waverly neighborhood. 
The letter changes form as viewers walk around it, while reading as a W from all angles.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

We designed the environmental graphics and wayfnding signage 
to complement Ziger/Snead Architects’ provocative mix of modern 
design with the preserved ruin of the Parkway’s grand historic 
theater. Our contemporary, sophisticated, energetic, and functional 
graphic elements play a crucial role in the experience of visiting 
MdFF’s new home.

 ſ LEARN MORE AT POSTTYPOGRAPHY.COM/CASE-STUDIES/

MdFF Parkway Signage + Environmental Graphics
BRANDING, EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, WAYFINDING : 2017

253/8/2021
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MdFF Parkway Signage + Environmental Graphics
BRANDING, EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, WAYFINDING : 2017
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

The Necessity of Tomorrow(s)
BRANDING, WRITING, EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, PUBLIC ART, 
DIGITAL : 2017–2020

Can design carry a conversation beyond the walls of a lecture hall? For 
a high-profle Baltimore Musuem of Art lecture series on art, race, and 
social justice, we developed an unconventional engagement campaign, 
which has placed radical and whimsical visions of the future on 
billboards, bus shelters, and posters around Baltimore.
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BRANDON M. SCOTT                                    CHRIS RYER 

Mayor                                                     Director 
                                                                                                                                                                              
 

Commission for historical & architectural preservation 

 
Charles L. Benton, Jr. Building | 417 E. Fayette Street-8th Fl. | Baltimore MD 21202 

 

Plan      Preserve      Prosper 

 
   

March 2, 2021 
 

Jennifer Ruffner 
Administrator 
Maryland Heritage Areas Program 
Maryland Historical Trust 
100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 
Crownsville, MD 21032 
 
Dear Ms. Ruffner, 
 
On behalf of Baltimore City’s Commission for Historical & Architectural Preservation (CHAP) 
and as a personal historian, I fully support this innovative project by the Greater Remington 
Improvement Association: Ghost Rivers – Rediscovering Hidden Streams that Flow Beneath 

our Feet. 

 

Baltimore has a rich history with many architectural gems and historic neighborhoods, but no 
one to date has talked about the history of the underground streams below the busy streets of 
Baltimore. This proposal will create a wayfinding/interpretive sign system through site-specific 
installation to illuminate the history of Sumwalt Run, a stream that runs through two distinct 
neighborhoods – Charles Village and Remington. This project will weave together the historical 
significance of this river with historical sites into an engaging story of the 19th century area that
will be shared with the public.   
 
Lastly, this project is working with many excellent Baltimore partners that will ensure its success 
and future audience engagement – to residents, youth, visitors outside Baltimore, and to cultural 
heritage communities.  Educational programming and walking tour development will follow the 
installation of interpretive/wayfinding signs in partnership with Blue Water Baltimore and other 
organizations. Highlighting underground streams illustrates environmental history, urban 
development, social and neighborhood heritage, and brings to the surface a better understanding 
of many current-day environmental and urban issues.  
 
I fully support this project which adds another creative heritage tourism product to Baltimore and 
giving audiences a rich and hidden history. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Eric Holcomb, 
Executive Director 
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February 22, 2021 
 

 
Dear Selection Committee: 
 
This letter is written to express strong support by the Greater Remington 
Improvement Association for Ghost Rivers history installation project. The project 
was presented in a virtual community meeting on November 18th. In a unanimous 
vote of 30-0, neighbors supported the project. In that meeting the artist has shared 
his intent to involve the Remington community in development of the project, 
conducting outreach and engagement sessions to incorporate resident feedback. 
 
GRIA will work with the artist to support community engagement, design, and 
approval processes for this neighborhood history installation.  
 
GRIA has a long history of partnership for community history and public art projects 
and can ensure a community driven, equitable engagement process. We believe  
the community will be supportive of the project and will aid in its development. 
 
The Remington community values projects that: 
 
- Enhance the public realm 
- Increase streetlife and support traffic calming 
- Celebrate neighborhood history 
- Support local arts and culture  
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Phong Le, President 
Greater Remington Improvement Association 
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2631 Sisson St, Baltimore, MD 21211  |  410-254-1577  |  www.bluewaterbaltimore.org 

 
 
 
 

February 25, 2021 
 

Greetings: 
 

This is Blue Water Baltimore’s letter in support and commitment to Bruce 
Willen’s and GRIA’s, Ghost Rivers, project. 
 

Blue Water Baltimore understands the value of integrating history, art, and 
education to better engage Baltimore City residents and inspire them to learn 

more about the state of our urban watersheds. As a multi-site neighborhood 
history installation, Ghost Rivers will visualize one of Baltimore’s buried and 
“lost” streams. Tracing the hidden path Sumwalt Run, a major tributary of the 

Jones Falls river, as it flows beneath the Remington neighborhood (where Blue 
Water Baltimore’s office is located) will vividly inspire residents and visitors to 

learn more about the history of our waterways.  
 
Blue Water Baltimore is proud to provide the Ghost Rivers project with access 

to our environmental education program and staff and outreach and public 
engagement assistance. Ghost Rivers. We intend to stay engaged with this 

unique project and incorporate it into our educational toolkit for years to come. 
 

 
Sincerely, 
 

Michel Anderson 
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement 
Blue Water Baltimore 

manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org 
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March 5, 2021 
Baltimore City Department of Transportation Letter of Commitment pending

To the MHAA Grants Review Panel: 
 
We have committed to working with DOT to develop a project design and installation plan 
for Ghost Rivers that complies with DOT and SHA standards and meets all trafc safety 
requirements.

Our team has been in close contact with Baltimore DOT over the last two months to provide 
feedback and to review our project proposal, including presenting preliminary concepts and 
installation approaches to DOT’s Trafc Planning department.

Since early February, we have been working with our DOT point person to secure a Letter of 
Commitment from DOT’s deputy director. Due to internal delays at DOT, as of the application 
deadline on March 5 this letter is still pending. 
 
Our point of contact at DOT is: 

Shayna Rose, Planning Consultant 
shayna.rose@baltimorecity.gov 
443-984-4092 
417 E. Fayette Street, Room 748,  
Baltimore MD 21202 
 
The MHAA Grants Review Panel may reach out to Shayna at any time, should you have questions 
about DOT process, or if you wish to request an update on our pending Letter of Commitment.

We would also love the opportunity to submit this letter of commitment at a later date, once we 
have received from DOT. 

Sincerely,

Bruce Willen and the Greater Remington Improvement Association

 
PROJECT CONTACT 
bruce@brucewillen.com 
410-299-0028
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From: Bre’Anna Brooks BBrooks@cbtrust.org
Subject: RE: Community Engagement mini-grant: Ghost Rivers public art project

Date: March 4, 2021 at 3:10 PM
To: Bruce Willen bruce@brucewillen.com

Hi Bruce,
 
Thanks again for sharing the proposed project in detail. What a cool idea! The short answer is
yes, this project is a fit within the Outreach and Restoration (OR) grant program, track 1 –
outreach (there are 3 tracks: 1 – outreach; 2 – restoration; 3 – a combination of both). There are
appropriate partners involved, you’ve identified audiences, the intention is to increase
knowledge of waterways, and this project presents an innovative method of engagement. Also,
because there is a community input component, I think that makes the proposal stronger.
 
There are a few things we should touch base on when you go to work on the application such
as the engagement methodology and priority audience. Regarding engagement, 1) proposals
that compete well have the outreach and engagement plan determined and presented in the
application and 2) we aim to fund proposals under the outreach track that seek to increase
knowledge about natural resources, how that connects to local waterways, and what residents
to can to be a part of a solution toward enhanced water quality. Regarding the audience, 1)
proposals that compete well typically have a priority audience (e.g., Remington neighborhood
residents) even if the larger audience is Baltimore City residents. So, I recommend you call
attention to that audience. And 2) (more of an FYI) this grant program is not intended for sole
youth engagement. Your proposed project will engage both adults and children so that will be
fine but when presented in the proposal, again you’ll want to hone in on a particular audience.
 
I am excited to continue to chat with you about the proposed project! You may or may not know,
DPW is a funding partner in the OR program so there is dedicated funds that go to projects in
the City. Mark Cameron is my contact. It seems like you have already chatted with him in some
capacity.
 
On another note, I am super glad to know more about your work because we have another
grant program in which I think you’ll have interest and compete well. It’s called Community
Stormwater Solutions and is funded by our partner DC Department of Energy and Environment.
This grant program is intended to support projects just like this one and even gives points for
creative and innovative ideas under the scoring criteria. I don’t want to overload you as I am
sure this project will take up a lot of your time but just wanted to throw that program out there for
future consideration! The next round will open in April and close in July. I manage that one as
well so please let me know if you have any interest!
 
Best,
Bre’Anna
 

Bre’Anna Brooks
Program Officer
Chesapeake Bay Trust
Cell: (443) 333-9195
Pronouns: She|Her|Hers

 
Like us on Facebook,  Follow us on Twitter and Instagram!
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From: Wyman Park Dell wymanparkdell@gmail.com
Subject: Ghost Rivers project proposal

Date: March 3, 2021 at 8:52 AM
To: bruce@brucewillen.com

Bruce,

Thanks for the outreach and conversation about Ghost Rivers. We are excited about the potential of this history installation to highlight
the lost stream networks that shaped the Dell and surrounding communities. We look forward to a more formal presentation to our
board to discuss the scope of Phases 2 and 3 of Ghost Rivers. 

Cailin McGough 
Board president, FWPD

Friends of Wyman Park Dell
A 501c3 nonprofit organization
@wymanparkdell
wymanparkdell.org
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Blue Water Baltimore 

To restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams  
and harbor to foster a healthy environment, a  
strong economy, and thriving communities.

Our Mission

 
is an environmental nonprofit 

organization, created in 2010 
from the merger of five small 
watershed organizations, 
focused on improving 
water quality across the 
Baltimore region. From arts 

and education, to stormwater 
management projects and 

community clean ups, we offer
residents opportunities to learn about the threats to 
our waterways and the solutions that can help restore 
waterway health. We monitor water quality in city and 
county streams and share that data with government 
agencies and university researchers. We combine science 
with advocacy and enforcement to improve clean water 
laws and hold polluters accountable. We firmly believe that 
empowered individuals and organizations can accomplish 
more together than any of us could alone.
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Patty Dowd is 
a champion for 

clean water in her 
community. Having 

coordinated countless 
clean-ups in Herring Run Park, she 
knows what a recurring issue trash 
can be. When Patty caught a truck 
illegally dumping trash in the park, 
she made sure to photograph it and 
wait for the authorities until it was 
impounded. Her eye isn’t just on 
dumping though; she continues to 
submit pollution reports to Blue Water 
Baltimore so that our scientists can 
investigate. Members like Patty give a 
voice to our urban environment – what 
green spaces in Baltimore do you 
love?

Pollution Reporter

Spotlight

Patty 
Dowd

341 volunteers collected 
nearly six and a half tons of straws,  
Styrofoam cups, plastic bottles, tires, and other trash  
to prevent it from entering our waterways! 

We greened 27 blocks in 5 neighborhoods throughout 
Baltimore. Neighbors in your watershed  
will now watch more than 900 trees change color  
every fall and bloom every spring.

47 community members reported pollution in our 
watershed through Blue Water Baltimore’s pollution 
reporting hotline this year. These reports generate 
the momentum to address environmental concerns 
like water main breaks and sediment runoff violations. 
You can take action to fight pollution too! Visit 
bluewaterbaltimore.org/take-action/report-pollution/

Last summer, 11 classes learned how they are 
connected to our waterways through SummerREADS,  
a program for Baltimore City K-5 students. These  
294 students now have a better understanding of  
how waste gets into our waterways, what they can  
do to stop it, and just how important their actions  
and voices are. 

Over 1,000 Baltimore residents took home a free native 
tree in 2019. These trees will cool and clean our air, 
absorb stormwater, increase biodiversity, and beautify 
our neighborhoods. Keep an eye out for young native 
trees like sycamore, black cherry, and serviceberry  
in your neighborhood!

GREENED

TREES

27

900

HOURS

VOLUNTEERS
341

865

Reported
pollution

COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

47

Given to 
Baltimore
Residents

1000+
TREES

2019 in Review

STUDENTS 

reached through
SummerREADS 

workshops

294

2631 Sisson St. Baltimore, MD  21211  •  (410) 254 - 1577  •  www.bluewaterbaltimore.org

Pollution Reporting

BLOCKS
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 (continued) 
 

Michel Parmentier Anderson 
2909 Westfield Ave, Baltimore, MD 21214 

 Email: michel.p.anderson@gmail.com  |  Phone: 443-838-3349  
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT                     
Professional nature-based and sustainability educator with over eight years of experience and a record of increased 
responsibility. Experienced in program design, implementation, and management. Specialist in nature-based 
education with an emphasis on integrating sustainability and community-based education into organizational systems 
and curriculum design. Competent in delivering nature-based presentations for students, adults, and professional 
teachers. 
 
EDUCATION 
M.Ed. Educating for Sustainability May 2016 
Antioch University New England  • Keene, NH, USA      
Awards: Nature-based Urban Fellowship, President’s Merit Scholarship 
 
B.A. Visual Art & Photography, Cum Laude Dec 2003 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County • Baltimore, MD, USA 
Award: Jaromir Stephany Scholarship  
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE                          
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement Jun 2016 – Present 
Blue Water Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Strategically integrates Ecoliteracy Programming into the various departments of BWB 
• Developed and manages a fee-for-service model to deliver educational programs to schools and institutions  
• Designs and facilitates experiential workshops for community-based advocacy and environmental regeneration  
• Manages various outreach/education grant deliverables and fee-for-service projects  
• Conducts Photovoice Workshops with city residents that culminate in public exhibitions  
• Leads nature-connection walks within city parks that couples direct experience with scientific observation 
• Represents staff on the Strategic Planning Committee  
 
Ecoliteracy & Sustainability Coordinator Oct 2012 – Jun 2016 
Waldorf School of Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Expanded and integrated sustainability initiatives within the curriculum, facilities, and school culture 
• Developed and directed the Forest Aftercare program 
• Designed and taught a Nature Study course for ages 5 to 12  
• Maintained reporting of Maryland Green School and International Eco-Schools status  
• Integrated animal husbandry into the curriculum – introduced chickens and maintained honeybee hive 
• Prepared and implemented a playscape and permaculture design plan for the property 
• Created and maintained a sustainability blog – www.sustainablewaldorf.com 

 
English Language Teacher Dec 2009 – Aug 2012 
Schools Link: Hoang Dieu and Tay Son State Primary Schools • Hanoi, Vietnam                 
• Prepared and conducted 28 lessons per week to over 300 students in grades 1 – 3  
• Administered and graded written and oral examinations and conducted parent/teacher meetings 
• Promoted a positive and fun learning environment and cultivated cultural sensitivity in the classroom 
 
Art Conservator Assistant Mar 2008 – Mar 2009 
William Lewin Conservator • Baltimore, MD, USA                                   
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Michel P. Anderson  |  2 
 

• Conserved gold-gilded artifacts for private collectors, international museums and government institutions 
     
Draftsman & Furniture Maker Jan 1995 – Feb 2008 
R. A. Anderson Wood Products • Baltimore, MD, USA                              
• Managed custom furniture projects from design to completion 

 
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS       
First Aid & CPR/AED - American Heart Association Jun 2017 
Permaculture Design - Permaculture Maryland May 2014  
Medication Technician - Maryland Board of Nursing Apr 2014 
Baltimore City Master Gardener - University of Maryland Extension Apr 2013  
Natural Honeybee Stewardship - Baltimore Honey Feb 2013 
Hospice Care - Joseph Richey Hospice of Baltimore Mar 2009 
TESL Teacher Certification - Oxford Seminars Feb 2009 
 
PUBLICATIONS                                                    
Book Chapters - Fortlandia: The Kingdom of Learning; A World of Sticks & Stones  
     Sobel, David, The Sky Above and the Earth Below, RedLeaf Press, St. Paul, MN, USA  2020 
Rolling Stones & Catching Beetles – Green Teacher: Education for Planet Earth Magazine 
     Available online: greenteacher.com/rolling-stones-catching-beetles/ Sep 2016
  
NOTABLE PRESENTATIONS & WORSHOPS              ___ 
Pollinator Garden Design for Urban Schools - MAEOE Feb 2018 
Watershed Ecology in the Anthropocene – Baltimore Museum of Art Jan 2018 
Deep Blue See: Photovoice & Community Engagement – Nature City Forum                                     Nov 2017                                           
Earthling Power: How Nature Shapes Our Understanding of Community – EPA   Apr 2016 
Beyond School Walls: Human Development & Nature Play – Waldorf School of Baltimore     Apr 2016 
Permaculture Primer – For-Win-Ash Federated Gardening Club Apr 2016 
Educating for Ecophilia - Baltimore Office of Sustainability Oct 2015 
Ecoliteracy & Waldorf Education - Associated Waldorf Schools of North America                               Mar 2014  
Anaerobic Composting in the Classroom - MAEOE Feb 2014 
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Micah Connor
Freelance Research Assistant

BIO

Born and raised in Baltimore, Maryland, Micah Connor enjoys working with libraries and 

archives. He joined the Maryland Center for History and Culture in 2014 as an intern 

processing special collections materials. He coupled this experience with work at the 

Special Collections & Archives at Goucher College, where he graduated in 2016 with a BA 

in History. He joined the MCHC staff in 2018 and primarily supports library patrons with 

their research. He specializes in Revolutionary War research and loves helping people 

discover their ancestors. He also assists with digital projects and exhibitions.  Micah is a 

former Hansard Scholar who studied at the London School of Economics and worked for 

a Member of Parliament.

EDUCATION

Goucher College, 2016

Bachelor of Arts (B.A. in History/Historic Preservation)

Magna Cum Laude, Honors in History

WORK EXPERIENCE

Library Associate

Maryland Center for History and Culture

2018 – Present

Student Assistant

Goucher College Special Collections & Archives

Aug 2014 – May 2016

House of Commons

Hansard Scholar Parliamentary Intern

Sep 2015 – Dec 2015

London, United Kingdom

Maryland House of Delegates

Student Intern

Feb 2012 – Mar 2012

Annapolis, Maryland
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DOCUMENTATION OF VOLUNTEER HOURS 
RELEVANT PROJECT GRANTS 
GRIA FISCAL SPONSORSHIP AND OVERSIGHT

GRIA Public Art/Community Outreach Projects Detail
Project Description Volunteer Hours

Baltimore National Heritage Area (2019)

$2,410 grant from the Baltimore National Heritage 
Area for the Remington Village Green, matched by 
Baltimore Green Space and individual donations. 
GRIA served as the Fiscal Sponsor for the grant. 
Lead Volunteer: Magan Ruthke. 20

Neighborhood Lights (2018)

$15,000 BOPA grant to support visual installation 
and performance in Remington's Sisson Street 
Park, in conjunction with Light City 2018. 
Participants created a shadow-puppet show to 
compliment a retelling of the history of the 
neighborhood's development. Volunteer Leads: 
Maura Dwyer, Molly McCullogh. 50

MET (2018)

$5,000 grant from the Maryland Environmental 
Trust to support community building events and 
neighborhood clean up days. Volunteer Lead: Molly 
McCullogh 15

Transformative Arts Prize (2017)

$10,450.00 BOPA grant to support the community-
driven design and installation of murals 3 by world-
renowned artist GAIA. Volunteer Leads: Hilary 
Rosensteel, Molly McCullogh 90

Spruce Up Grant (2015)

$12,801 Central Baltimore Partnership grant to 
support capital improvements at the lot at 2017 
Sisson Street, now the Sisson Street Park. 
Volunteer Lead: Molly McCullogh 210
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Project Budget
Greater Remington Improvement Association (GRIA) — Ghost Rivers

Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds  Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost Source of Funds

RESEARCH + WRITING

1
Freelance contractor research assistant and
project lead (70 hrs @ $50/hr) $3,500.00 $3,500.00  MHAA grant

2
Image rights and reproduction expenses
(estimated 15 images at $100 each) $1,500.00 $1,500.00 MHAA grant
PRODUCTION + INSTALLATION

3

Etched metal plaques/interpretive signage
and custom artistic wayfinding pavement
markers: materials, prototyping, production
(8 sites, avg. cost $3,350/site, including
prototyping — see LanningSmith estimate) $15,500.00 $11,300.00 $26,800.00

MHAA, $4K GMF
Legacy Grant, $7.3K
CBT Outreach Grant

4

Contractors and installation costs (8 sites,
avg. cost $2,000/site — see Rooted in
Nature estimate) $8,000.00 $8,000.00 $16,000.00

MHAA, $3K GMF
Legacy Grant, $5K CBT

Outreach Grant

5
Permitting and road/sidewalk closure
expenses (8 sites, avg. cost $300/site) $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $2,400.00

GMF Legacy Grant,
MHAA grant

6 Installation expenses $750.00 $750.00 GMF Legacy Grant

7 Long-term maintenance $5,000.00 $5,000.00

$2.5K GMF Sustainer
Grant, $2.5K CBT
Outreach Grant 

PARTNER + CONSULTANT FEES

8

Blue Water Baltimore consultant services:
watershed  research, environmental
education development, content review of
website and interpretive signage (in-kind) $1,040.00 $1,040.00

in-kind (donated
professional fee)

9

Blue Water Baltimore consultant services:
engagement and outreach, web and social
media promotion and advertising  (in-kind) $975.00 $975.00

in-kind (donated
professional fee)

10

Public Mechanics design services:
Experiential design, design of signage and
markers, site planning and design,
construction drawings, vendor
management (50% in-kind) $5,000.00 $15,000.00 $20,000.00

$3.5K GMF Legacy
Grant, $10K in-kind

(discounted
professional fee),

$1.5K CBT Outreach
Grant, MHAA grant

11

Public Mechanics digital and graphic design:
Website design and development, graphic
design of flyers, handouts, web/social
graphics  (50% in-kind) $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $12,000.00

MHAA grant, in-kind
(discounted

professional fee)

12

Public Mechanics: Professional site
photography — donated services for
photo/video doumentation of project for
website, promotion, and BHNA use $1,000.00 $1,000.00

in-kind (donated
professional services)

13

Professional photography of education and
engagement events — fee for project
photo/video doumentation for website,
promotion, and Heritage Area use $1,000.00 $1,000.00 CBT Outreach Grant
EDUCATION PROGRAMMING, ENGAGEMENT + OUTREACH

14

Sumwalt Run self-guided walking tour
development: concept dev, writing,
illustration and graphic design, map (Blue
Water Baltimore) $4,800.00 $4,800.00 CBT Outreach Grant

15

Sumwalt Run guided community walking
tours (Blue Water Baltimore and project
lead) $750.00 $750.00 $1,500.00

MHAA grant, CBT
Outreach Grant

16
Education programming  (Blue Water
Baltimore) $450.00 $450.00 $900.00

MHAA grant, CBT
Outreach Grant

17
Printing of handouts and flyers (~3
community engagement/education events) $250.00 $250.00 GMF Legacy Grant

18 Website hosting costs and expenses (2
years)

$500.00 $500.00 MHAA grant

19

Website design and content updates 2022-
2023 (Self-guided walking tour addition),
maintenance and future expenses $1,280.00 $1,280.00 CBT Outreach Grant

20
Participatory neighborhood/student mural
collaboration project (Blue Water
Baltimore)

$3,420.00 $3,420.00 CBT Outreach Grant

21

Community engagement events and
activities (preparation and coordination,
supplies, facilitator time, film screening fees
and AV equipment rentals, food/drinks,
promotion expenses, etc.) $1,800.00 $1,800.00 CBT Outreach Grant
PROJECT/GRANT-RELATED MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING COSTS
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22

GRIA expenses and overhead for grant
management, accounting, project
oversight, and fiscal sponsorship of project $ 4,710.00 $4,710.00 MHAA grant
PRELIMINARY PLANNING + OUTREACH PHASE

23

Project development (Nov 2020–Jun 2021):
Preliminary planning and research, concept
development, community and partner
outreach $3,000.00 $3,000.00 MSAC Creativity Grant
VOLUNTEER SUPPORT

24

GRIA Board and community volunteer
hours (~54 hrs @ $29.51/hr —calculated at
Maryland’s Independent Sector rate) $1,595.00 $1,595.00
TOTALS $47,110.00 $47,110.00 $21,500.00 $115,720.00

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-
capital grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.

· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional, and
individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in-kind
services.  
· Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this grant.  

· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid
from grant funds.
· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-
kind  expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar
match be proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request
$100,000 in grant funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as
“other project costs" in the separate column above.
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From: Michel Anderson manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org
Subject: BWB Ghost Rivers Budget

Date: February 26, 2021 at 12:49 PM
To: Bruce Willen bruce@brucewillen.com

Hi Bruce! Here's some cost numbers for you as well as some in-kind match BWB can offer....

PHASE 1:

TO BILL GRANT
Community Event Engagement - 2 staff, education table: $450
Co-host watershed walking tour - 1 staff, prep, presentation: $375

OFFERED IN-KIND
Education Consultation: $740
Outreach Assistance: $375
Interpretive Signage Consultation: $300
Advertising on BWB Social Media, Website, Newsletter: $600

PHASE 2:

TO BILL GRANT
Assist with development of self-guided walking tour: $4800
Neighborhood mural collaboration: $3420

In-kind of Phase 2 would look very much the same as Phase 1. 
I have also attached a LOS. Let me know if you have any questions. (And please read over the LOS and let me
know if you see any typos. ;) 

Best of luck!
M.

-- 

Michel Anderson
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement

manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org
2631 Sisson Street Baltimore, MD 21211

               

Thinking things through.
Thinking through things.
Things through thinking.
Though thinking things.

-- Jim Dodge, Rain on the River
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2429 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218 
HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM
PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

DESIGN SERVICES ESTIMATE
PUBLIC MECHANICS, LLC

ATTENTION

Greater Remington Improvement 
Association 
406 W. 23rd Street
Baltimore, MD 21211

PROJECT NAME/NO.

Ghost Rivers neighborhood history 
installation

DATE

03/01/2021 

Services and Fees
PROJECT BASE FEE DISCOUNT 

(IN-KIND 
DONATION)

 TOTAL FEE

1. Experiential Design — signage and markers, site planning 
and design, construction drawings, vendor management 
Phase 1 at 8 sites in Remington

$20,000 $10,000
OR 50%

$10,000.00

2. Digital and graphic design — website design and 
development, graphic design of fyers and handouts, web and 
social media graphics

$12,000 $6,000
OR 50%

$6,000.00

3. Photography — 5 to 10 color-corrected, high-resolution 
site photographs. Perpetual worldwide license for all 
marketing, promotion, and editorial use related to project by 
client and partners

$1,000 $1,000 
OR 100%

$0.00

TOTAL DISCOUNT (IN-KIND DONATION) $17,000

TOTAL FEES $16,000
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2429 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218 
HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM
PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

DESIGN SERVICES ESTIMATE
PUBLIC MECHANICS, LLC

Ghost Rivers, Phase 1 — Scope of Work
1. EXPERIENTAL DESIGN

DESIGN AND LAYOUT OF SIGNAGE AND ARTISTIC HISTORIC WAYFINDING MARKERS

•	 Concept, design, and layout of interpretive plaques and/or signage to be installed at each Ghost Rivers site. Each 
sign/plaque will have diferent design and content. (1 to 3 per site)

•	 Concept and design engraved metal or concrete historic markers to be embedded in city roadways and sidewalks

SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN — 8 SITES IN REMINGTON

•	 Measure/document sites to confrm existing conditions
•	 Develop scale site plans and select precise installation locations in consultation with GRIA and DOT 
•	 Construction and permitting drawings

VENDOR MANAGEMENT

•	 Coordinate with fabricators and installation contractors
•	 Prepare bid drawings
•	 Work with client and vendors to value engineer, review, and fnalize budgets
•	 Oversee installation

SITE VISITS, MEETING AND CALL PARTICIPATION

•	 Up to 12 site visits to review existing conditions and oversee installation
•	 Up to 12 remote client/vendor meetings and phone calls

2. DIGITAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN

WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

•	 Website design, programming, and content development for a Ghost Rivers website, which will provide additional 
historical and ecological context, action items, and visitor info. Website content may include: Project map and 
visitor information, Photography and artist renderings, Project updates and news related to engagement and 
educational events, Historical resources, including high-resolution maps and drawings, Links for additional 
context, Remington community histories, Resources on watershed health, stream restoration, and daylighting

FLYERS, HANDOUTS

•	 Graphic design 2 to 3 fyers and/or printed handouts, single sheet 11x17 or letter-size

WEB AND SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

•	 Graphic design of 4 to 5 static (non-animated) social media and/or email graphics

3. PHOTOGRAPHY
•	 5 to 10 color-corrected, high-resolution site photographs. 
•	 Perpetual worldwide license for marketing, promotion, and editorial use related to project by client and partners
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brucewillen
Sticky Note
Note to MHAA Reviewers: GMF Legacy Grant funds received prior to July 8 will not be spent until after the MHAA Grant period begins.


brucewillen_1
Sticky Note
Note to MHAA Reviewers: GMF Board and grant administrators are aware of pending MHAA application, and have agreed to adjust schedule to work with MHAA timeline as needed.
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DOCUMENTATION OF VOLUNTEER HOURS 
RELEVANT PROJECT GRANTS 
GRIA FISCAL SPONSORSHIP AND OVERSIGHT

GRIA Public Art/Community Outreach Projects Detail
Project Description Volunteer Hours

Baltimore National Heritage Area (2019)

$2,410 grant from the Baltimore National Heritage 
Area for the Remington Village Green, matched by 
Baltimore Green Space and individual donations. 
GRIA served as the Fiscal Sponsor for the grant. 
Lead Volunteer: Magan Ruthke. 20

Neighborhood Lights (2018)

$15,000 BOPA grant to support visual installation 
and performance in Remington's Sisson Street 
Park, in conjunction with Light City 2018. 
Participants created a shadow-puppet show to 
compliment a retelling of the history of the 
neighborhood's development. Volunteer Leads: 
Maura Dwyer, Molly McCullogh. 50

MET (2018)

$5,000 grant from the Maryland Environmental 
Trust to support community building events and 
neighborhood clean up days. Volunteer Lead: Molly 
McCullogh 15

Transformative Arts Prize (2017)

$10,450.00 BOPA grant to support the community-
driven design and installation of murals 3 by world-
renowned artist GAIA. Volunteer Leads: Hilary 
Rosensteel, Molly McCullogh 90

Spruce Up Grant (2015)

$12,801 Central Baltimore Partnership grant to 
support capital improvements at the lot at 2017 
Sisson Street, now the Sisson Street Park. 
Volunteer Lead: Molly McCullogh 210
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Contact: 
Marty Smith, Estimator
Marty@rootedinnaturemd.com
443-425-6408 (Cell)

P.O. Box 19048
Towson, MD 21284
info@rootedinnaturemd.com

LANDSCAPE SOLUTION PROVIDER    COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL CONCRETE AND PAVING

Details and sq.ft. pricing
Signage Markers Embedded In Sidewalk, 2 Per-Site (24” x 24”) (Signage supplied by others): $ 250.00 
per concrete marker 

Custom Artistic Pavers Cast Colored Concrete W/ Surface Patterning (Pavers supplied by others): $ 
34.00 per sq.ft.
 
Custom Poured Stamped Concrete Colored Concrete W/ Stamped Surface Patterning (Stamp plates 
supplied by others): $ 22.00 per sq.ft.
 
Embedded Markers In Existing Pavement Engraved Non-Ferrous Metal W/ Surface Patterning (Markers 
supplied by others): $ 75.00 per marker

Per-site Amount Total
Estimated installation costs $2,000 8 $16,000

Permitting, lane control, and road and sidewalk clo-
sure fees

$300 8 $2,400

TOTAL ESTIMATE $18,400
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studio@lanningsmith.com
2315 Homewood Ave Baltimore MD 21218 BRUCE WILLEN // GHOST RIVERS

ITEM DESCRIPTION       PRICE

INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE AND PLAQUES ETCHED OR CNC MILLED MARKER PLATE OR 
SIGNAGE . 24’’L X 24’’W X 0.375’’H $1,100.00 EACH

ARTISTIC WAYFINDING PAVEMENT MARKERS PIGMENTED CONCRETE PAVERS FOR FLUSH MOUNT IN 
EXISTING PAVEMENT. 12’’L X 6’’W X 3’’H $44.00 EACH

PER-SITE COST 
PER-SITE COST INCLUDING:
-ARTISTIC WAYFINDING MARKERS  (22 SQ FT PER SITE) 
-INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE AND PLAQUES (2 PER SITE). 

$3,080.00

PROTOYPING DESIGN PHASE, INITIAL MOLD MAKING, COLOR SAMPLING , 
AND FINAL PROTOTYPING. $2,160.00

ESTIMATED TOTAL
ESTIMATED TOTAL INCLUDING PROTOTYPING AND PER- 
SITE COST ACROSS 8 INSTALLATION SITES. **DOES NOT 
INCLUDE INSTALLATION. 

$26,800.00

PRODUCTION ESTIMATE
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From: Michel Anderson manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org
Subject: BWB Ghost Rivers Budget

Date: February 26, 2021 at 12:49 PM
To: Bruce Willen bruce@brucewillen.com

Hi Bruce! Here's some cost numbers for you as well as some in-kind match BWB can offer....

PHASE 1:

TO BILL GRANT
Community Event Engagement - 2 staff, education table: $450
Co-host watershed walking tour - 1 staff, prep, presentation: $375

OFFERED IN-KIND
Education Consultation: $740
Outreach Assistance: $375
Interpretive Signage Consultation: $300
Advertising on BWB Social Media, Website, Newsletter: $600

PHASE 2:

TO BILL GRANT
Assist with development of self-guided walking tour: $4800
Neighborhood mural collaboration: $3420

In-kind of Phase 2 would look very much the same as Phase 1. 
I have also attached a LOS. Let me know if you have any questions. (And please read over the LOS and let me
know if you see any typos. ;) 

Best of luck!
M.

-- 

Michel Anderson
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement

manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org
2631 Sisson Street Baltimore, MD 21211

               

Thinking things through.
Thinking through things.
Things through thinking.
Though thinking things.

-- Jim Dodge, Rain on the River
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2429 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218 
HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM
PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

DESIGN SERVICES ESTIMATE
PUBLIC MECHANICS, LLC

ATTENTION

Greater Remington Improvement 
Association 
406 W. 23rd Street
Baltimore, MD 21211

PROJECT NAME/NO.

Ghost Rivers neighborhood history 
installation

DATE

03/01/2021 

Services and Fees
PROJECT BASE FEE DISCOUNT 

(IN-KIND 
DONATION)

 TOTAL FEE

1. Experiential Design — signage and markers, site planning 
and design, construction drawings, vendor management 
Phase 1 at 8 sites in Remington

$20,000 $10,000
OR 50%

$10,000.00

2. Digital and graphic design — website design and 
development, graphic design of fyers and handouts, web and 
social media graphics

$12,000 $6,000
OR 50%

$6,000.00

3. Photography — 5 to 10 color-corrected, high-resolution 
site photographs. Perpetual worldwide license for all 
marketing, promotion, and editorial use related to project by 
client and partners

$1,000 $1,000 
OR 100%

$0.00

TOTAL DISCOUNT (IN-KIND DONATION) $17,000

TOTAL FEES $16,000
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2429 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218 
HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM
PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

DESIGN SERVICES ESTIMATE
PUBLIC MECHANICS, LLC

Ghost Rivers, Phase 1 — Scope of Work
1. EXPERIENTAL DESIGN

DESIGN AND LAYOUT OF SIGNAGE AND ARTISTIC HISTORIC WAYFINDING MARKERS

•	 Concept, design, and layout of interpretive plaques and/or signage to be installed at each Ghost Rivers site. Each 
sign/plaque will have diferent design and content. (1 to 3 per site)

•	 Concept and design engraved metal or concrete historic markers to be embedded in city roadways and sidewalks

SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN — 8 SITES IN REMINGTON

•	 Measure/document sites to confrm existing conditions
•	 Develop scale site plans and select precise installation locations in consultation with GRIA and DOT 
•	 Construction and permitting drawings

VENDOR MANAGEMENT

•	 Coordinate with fabricators and installation contractors
•	 Prepare bid drawings
•	 Work with client and vendors to value engineer, review, and fnalize budgets
•	 Oversee installation

SITE VISITS, MEETING AND CALL PARTICIPATION

•	 Up to 12 site visits to review existing conditions and oversee installation
•	 Up to 12 remote client/vendor meetings and phone calls

2. DIGITAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN

WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

•	 Website design, programming, and content development for a Ghost Rivers website, which will provide additional 
historical and ecological context, action items, and visitor info. Website content may include: Project map and 
visitor information, Photography and artist renderings, Project updates and news related to engagement and 
educational events, Historical resources, including high-resolution maps and drawings, Links for additional 
context, Remington community histories, Resources on watershed health, stream restoration, and daylighting

FLYERS, HANDOUTS

•	 Graphic design 2 to 3 fyers and/or printed handouts, single sheet 11x17 or letter-size

WEB AND SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

•	 Graphic design of 4 to 5 static (non-animated) social media and/or email graphics

3. PHOTOGRAPHY
•	 5 to 10 color-corrected, high-resolution site photographs. 
•	 Perpetual worldwide license for marketing, promotion, and editorial use related to project by client and partners
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Blue Water Baltimore 

To restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams  
and harbor to foster a healthy environment, a  
strong economy, and thriving communities.

Our Mission

 
is an environmental nonprofit 

organization, created in 2010 
from the merger of five small 
watershed organizations, 
focused on improving 
water quality across the 
Baltimore region. From arts 

and education, to stormwater 
management projects and 

community clean ups, we offer
residents opportunities to learn about the threats to 
our waterways and the solutions that can help restore 
waterway health. We monitor water quality in city and 
county streams and share that data with government 
agencies and university researchers. We combine science 
with advocacy and enforcement to improve clean water 
laws and hold polluters accountable. We firmly believe that 
empowered individuals and organizations can accomplish 
more together than any of us could alone.
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Patty Dowd is 
a champion for 

clean water in her 
community. Having 

coordinated countless 
clean-ups in Herring Run Park, she 
knows what a recurring issue trash 
can be. When Patty caught a truck 
illegally dumping trash in the park, 
she made sure to photograph it and 
wait for the authorities until it was 
impounded. Her eye isn’t just on 
dumping though; she continues to 
submit pollution reports to Blue Water 
Baltimore so that our scientists can 
investigate. Members like Patty give a 
voice to our urban environment – what 
green spaces in Baltimore do you 
love?

Pollution Reporter

Spotlight

Patty 
Dowd

341 volunteers collected 
nearly six and a half tons of straws,  
Styrofoam cups, plastic bottles, tires, and other trash  
to prevent it from entering our waterways! 

We greened 27 blocks in 5 neighborhoods throughout 
Baltimore. Neighbors in your watershed  
will now watch more than 900 trees change color  
every fall and bloom every spring.

47 community members reported pollution in our 
watershed through Blue Water Baltimore’s pollution 
reporting hotline this year. These reports generate 
the momentum to address environmental concerns 
like water main breaks and sediment runoff violations. 
You can take action to fight pollution too! Visit 
bluewaterbaltimore.org/take-action/report-pollution/

Last summer, 11 classes learned how they are 
connected to our waterways through SummerREADS,  
a program for Baltimore City K-5 students. These  
294 students now have a better understanding of  
how waste gets into our waterways, what they can  
do to stop it, and just how important their actions  
and voices are. 

Over 1,000 Baltimore residents took home a free native 
tree in 2019. These trees will cool and clean our air, 
absorb stormwater, increase biodiversity, and beautify 
our neighborhoods. Keep an eye out for young native 
trees like sycamore, black cherry, and serviceberry  
in your neighborhood!

GREENED

TREES

27

900

HOURS

VOLUNTEERS
341

865

Reported
pollution

COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

47

Given to 
Baltimore
Residents

1000+
TREES

2019 in Review

STUDENTS 

reached through
SummerREADS 

workshops

294

2631 Sisson St. Baltimore, MD  21211  •  (410) 254 - 1577  •  www.bluewaterbaltimore.org

Pollution Reporting

BLOCKS
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 (continued) 
 

Michel Parmentier Anderson 
2909 Westfield Ave, Baltimore, MD 21214 

 Email: michel.p.anderson@gmail.com  |  Phone: 443-838-3349  
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT                     
Professional nature-based and sustainability educator with over eight years of experience and a record of increased 
responsibility. Experienced in program design, implementation, and management. Specialist in nature-based 
education with an emphasis on integrating sustainability and community-based education into organizational systems 
and curriculum design. Competent in delivering nature-based presentations for students, adults, and professional 
teachers. 
 
EDUCATION 
M.Ed. Educating for Sustainability May 2016 
Antioch University New England  • Keene, NH, USA      
Awards: Nature-based Urban Fellowship, President’s Merit Scholarship 
 
B.A. Visual Art & Photography, Cum Laude Dec 2003 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County • Baltimore, MD, USA 
Award: Jaromir Stephany Scholarship  
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE                          
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement Jun 2016 – Present 
Blue Water Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Strategically integrates Ecoliteracy Programming into the various departments of BWB 
• Developed and manages a fee-for-service model to deliver educational programs to schools and institutions  
• Designs and facilitates experiential workshops for community-based advocacy and environmental regeneration  
• Manages various outreach/education grant deliverables and fee-for-service projects  
• Conducts Photovoice Workshops with city residents that culminate in public exhibitions  
• Leads nature-connection walks within city parks that couples direct experience with scientific observation 
• Represents staff on the Strategic Planning Committee  
 
Ecoliteracy & Sustainability Coordinator Oct 2012 – Jun 2016 
Waldorf School of Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Expanded and integrated sustainability initiatives within the curriculum, facilities, and school culture 
• Developed and directed the Forest Aftercare program 
• Designed and taught a Nature Study course for ages 5 to 12  
• Maintained reporting of Maryland Green School and International Eco-Schools status  
• Integrated animal husbandry into the curriculum – introduced chickens and maintained honeybee hive 
• Prepared and implemented a playscape and permaculture design plan for the property 
• Created and maintained a sustainability blog – www.sustainablewaldorf.com 

 
English Language Teacher Dec 2009 – Aug 2012 
Schools Link: Hoang Dieu and Tay Son State Primary Schools • Hanoi, Vietnam                 
• Prepared and conducted 28 lessons per week to over 300 students in grades 1 – 3  
• Administered and graded written and oral examinations and conducted parent/teacher meetings 
• Promoted a positive and fun learning environment and cultivated cultural sensitivity in the classroom 
 
Art Conservator Assistant Mar 2008 – Mar 2009 
William Lewin Conservator • Baltimore, MD, USA                                   
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Michel P. Anderson  |  2 
 

• Conserved gold-gilded artifacts for private collectors, international museums and government institutions 
     
Draftsman & Furniture Maker Jan 1995 – Feb 2008 
R. A. Anderson Wood Products • Baltimore, MD, USA                              
• Managed custom furniture projects from design to completion 

 
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS       
First Aid & CPR/AED - American Heart Association Jun 2017 
Permaculture Design - Permaculture Maryland May 2014  
Medication Technician - Maryland Board of Nursing Apr 2014 
Baltimore City Master Gardener - University of Maryland Extension Apr 2013  
Natural Honeybee Stewardship - Baltimore Honey Feb 2013 
Hospice Care - Joseph Richey Hospice of Baltimore Mar 2009 
TESL Teacher Certification - Oxford Seminars Feb 2009 
 
PUBLICATIONS                                                    
Book Chapters - Fortlandia: The Kingdom of Learning; A World of Sticks & Stones  
     Sobel, David, The Sky Above and the Earth Below, RedLeaf Press, St. Paul, MN, USA  2020 
Rolling Stones & Catching Beetles – Green Teacher: Education for Planet Earth Magazine 
     Available online: greenteacher.com/rolling-stones-catching-beetles/ Sep 2016
  
NOTABLE PRESENTATIONS & WORSHOPS              ___ 
Pollinator Garden Design for Urban Schools - MAEOE Feb 2018 
Watershed Ecology in the Anthropocene – Baltimore Museum of Art Jan 2018 
Deep Blue See: Photovoice & Community Engagement – Nature City Forum                                     Nov 2017                                           
Earthling Power: How Nature Shapes Our Understanding of Community – EPA   Apr 2016 
Beyond School Walls: Human Development & Nature Play – Waldorf School of Baltimore     Apr 2016 
Permaculture Primer – For-Win-Ash Federated Gardening Club Apr 2016 
Educating for Ecophilia - Baltimore Office of Sustainability Oct 2015 
Ecoliteracy & Waldorf Education - Associated Waldorf Schools of North America                               Mar 2014  
Anaerobic Composting in the Classroom - MAEOE Feb 2014 
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BYLAWS 

~ of ~ 

 Greater Remington Improvement Association, Inc. 

 

I. NAME AND PURPOSE 

Greater Remington Improvement Association, Inc. (GRIA) is an independent, 
resident-based group that provides an open forum for the development and discussion 
of Remington community issues and neighborhood improvement initiatives. GRIA aims 
to facilitate resident-led projects, promote intergenerational collaboration, provide 
support, resources, and information to neighbors, and build partnerships to strengthen 
Remington. Through these efforts, GRIA hopes to make Remington a safer, greener, 
more vibrant and socially connected community. 
 

II.PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND BOUNDARIES 

The principal office of GRIA shall be the address of the sitting president. The 
boundaries are: North - Wyman Park Drive; South - North Ave.; East - Howard St.; West 
- The Jones Falls.  
 
III. MEMBERSHIP 

(a) Any person is eligible for non-voting membership who has supported the purpose of 
GRIA through contributions of time, effort, labor, or money.  
(b) Only members who live within the boundaries of the neighborhood shall have a vote. 
There shall be no proxy voting. To be eligible to vote, members must be in good 
standing at the time of the vote, whereas good standing is defined by having attended at 
least three meetings in the previous twelve month period and having paid membership 
dues in full. 
(c) Membership dues shall be set at $10 per annum member. Only members who are 
residents of Remington are required to pay dues. If dues cannot be paid due to 
economic hardship, members should submit a request to the President to have their 
financial obligations waived. Any member can pledge four volunteer hours in lieu of 
paying dues. 
IV. FISCAL YEAR 

The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin January 1st and end December 31st.  

V. DIRECTORS 

(a) There shall be only one class of Directors. 
(b) The management of GRIA shall be vested in a Board of Directors, which shall be 
composed of as many as fifteen Directors, including the four Directors also acting as 
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Officers. 
(c) At each annual meeting, the Directors to serve for the ensuing year shall be elected 
by the existing members of GRIA. Vacancies occurring between annual meetings may 
be filled for the balance of the term by election by the members.  
(d) Each Director shall hold office for one year. 
(e) Except as otherwise provided in these bylaws, decisions of the Board of Directors 
shall be by vote of a majority of those present and voting where a quorum is present. 
Each Director shall have one vote. No officer is granted veto authority over board 
decisions. Members of the Board may vote only in person. Quorum will be 5 directors. 

(f) Any Director may be removed by at least a two-thirds vote of the members for a 
substantial cause. Substantial cause shall include but not be limited to failure to 
participate in the activities of the Board as evidenced by, among other things, the 
failure to attend at least three consecutive meetings of the Board of Directors during 
any calendar year. If a Director has a special reason that these obligations cannot be 
met, such exceptions should be submitted to the Board for consideration. 

(g) A Director may resign only by submitting a written resignation to the 
President or to the other Directors, provided that the resigning Director is the 
President. 

1. Any Director who resigns shall be ineligible to serve as a Director or 
Officer for one calendar year from the date of resignation. If that date is 
unclear, the Board of Directors shall assign an effective date. 

i. This ineligibility may be waived if circumstances merit by a 
unanimous recommendation of the Board of Directors followed by 
a ⅔ vote of the members at a general meeting. 

 
VI. OFFICERS 

(a) The Officers shall consist of President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
The Officers shall be elected annually by the members. 
(b) Officers shall serve a term of one year and until their successors are elected or until 
they are removed for cause or resign from office.  
(c) The offices of President, Vice-President, and Treasurer shall be term-limited to two 
consecutive terms. Holders of those offices completing their second term, though 
ineligible for a third term in the same office, shall be eligible to hold a different office or a 
directorship.  

1. If an Officer assumes their post between two regular elections—for example 
because of a resignation, death, or other sudden vacancy—they shall be eligible 
to run for that same office in the two subsequent regular elections. 
2. A person who was term-limited out of office may run again for the same office 
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after one year from the end of their second term. 

(d) Any Officer may be removed by at least a two-thirds vote of the members, for a 
substantial cause. Substantial cause shall include but not be limited to failure to 
participate in the activities of the Board as evidenced by, among other things, the 
failure to attend at least three consecutive meetings of the Board of Directors during 
any calendar year. If a Director has a special reason that these obligations cannot be 
met, such exceptions should be submitted to the Board for consideration. 
 

(e) An Officer may resign only by submitting a written resignation to the President or 
Secretary, or to the other Directors if the resigning Officer is the President.  

1. Any Officer who resigns shall be ineligible to serve as a Director or 
Officer for one calender year from the date of resignation. If that date is 
unclear, the Board shall assign an effective date. 

i. This ineligibility may be waived if circumstances merit by a 
unanimous recommendation of the Board followed by a ⅔ vote of 
the members at a general meeting. 

 
(f) The Officers shall have the authority and responsibility delegated by the Board as 
follows:  

1. President; The President shall preside at and conduct all meetings of the 
members and of the Board of Directors. The President shall serve as the 
representative of GRIA in meetings and discussions with other organizations and 
agencies except where the Board of Directors or members have selected a 
different or additional representative, and otherwise perform all of the duties 
which are ordinarily the function of the office, or which are assigned by the Board 
of Directors. 

2. Vice-President; The Vice-President shall perform the duties of the President if 
the President is unable to do so or is absent, and perform such other tasks as 
may be assigned by the Board of Directors. In the event that the office of the 
President becomes vacant, the Vice-President shall automatically become 
President.  

3. The Secretary; The Secretary shall keep accurate records and minutes of all 
meetings, make available copies of the minutes of the previous meeting and 
distribute them in advance of each meeting, and maintain the minutes log and 
contact list for all members of the Board. The Secretary shall also maintain the 
membership list and a contact list for the Board of Directors. 

4. The Treasurer; The Treasurer shall oversee: the deposit of funds into the 
proper accounts, the recordation of all receipts and disbursements from such 
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account or accounts, the preparation of the books and records of the finances of 
GRIA, the preparation of final reports of the accounts for each Board meeting, 
and the preparation and filing of all end-of-the-year financial reports, including 
federal and state tax reports. In order to disburse funds, the Treasurer shall 
require the signature of the President or the Vice-President if the President is 
unavailable. A simple majority board vote shall be required for disbursement of 
more than $250. 

 

VII. MEETINGS  

(a) The Annual Meeting of GRIA shall be held in the month of April of each year, or at 
such time as soon as practical thereafter as determined by the Board of Directors.  

(b) Regular meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held at least quarterly and may 
be scheduled more often by the President.  

(c) Special meetings of the Board shall be held at any time and at any place when 
called by the President or at least three Directors. Business transacted at special 
meetings shall be confined to the purposes of the meeting stated in the notice of the 
meeting. 48 hours notice is required of such meeting. 

(d) General Meetings shall be held monthly at a location within the boundaries set forth 
in Title II of these bylaws. 

(d) Failure of notice to any member shall not invalidate the meeting or any action taken 
at the meeting.  

(e) At Board meetings, a quorum shall consist of five Directors; at general 
meetings a quorum shall consist of 10 members. A. majority vote at either 
meeting shall consist of 50 percent of those present and entitled to vote at the 
meeting, except as otherwise provided by law or in these bylaws. 

(f) Email votes: The Board may from time to time conduct votes via email or 
other suitable virtual format if all of the following conditions are met. (1) 
Discussion of the issue at hand is also conducted in that same format with all 
directors able to view and participate. (2) Adequate time is given for the 
discussion to develop before a vote, taking people’s work schedules into 
consideration. (3) No directors object to the vote being conducted in that format. 
The President shall be responsible for determining that all conditions have been 
met. If so, the vote shall have identical authority to a vote taken in person and 
will be governed by the same rules with respect to quorum, required margins, 
notification of affected parties, and publication to the membership. It is expected 
that such votes will primarily be used for matters of great simplicity or urgency. 
The outcome of any such vote shall be conveyed clearly and simply in a 
subsequent message on that same electronic channel and shall also be 
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reported to the board at the next in-person meeting.  

(g) The outcome of any Board vote shall be reported to the assembled 
membership at the beginning (generally, after introductions but before other 
agenda items) of the next general meeting. 

 
VIII. COMMITTEES 

The Board of Directors may create such committees with such powers as it deems 
wise to have. The President shall appoint persons to chair and serve on those 
committees, including persons who are not Directors. All such appointments must be 
approved by the Board prior to the appointment or be ratified at the next Board 
meeting. 

IX. AMENDMENTS  

These Bylaws may be amended by ⅔ vote of the members in good standing at any 
general or special membership meeting. Proposals for amendments to the Bylaws shall 
be submitted to the President. The membership shall be notified of any proposed 
amendment by email and announcement at a general meeting no less than 30 days 
prior to a vote on its adoption. 

 

X. OPEN ACCESS 

(a) Current and up-to-date bylaws shall be posted on GRIA’s website and shall be              
available upon request to any person or persons. The President and Secretary shall             
separately have and make available copies available in digital or print form. 

 

XI. INDEMNIFICATION 

The Corporation may indemnify Directors, officers, employees, and agents of the           
Corporation to the fullest extent required or permitted by the General Laws of Maryland. 

 

XII. NONDISCRIMINATION: The organizations, officers, directors, employees and        
persons served by this corporation shall be selected in a non-discriminatory manner            
with respect to age, sex, race, color, national origin, sexual orientation and political or              
religious opinion or affiliation. 
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XIII. CONFLICT OF INTEREST: The Corporation has adopted a conflict of interest 
policy. 

 

We, the undersigned, adopt these bylaws as the bylaws of the corporation. 

 

President Vice-president  

 

Secretary Treasurer 

 

Date endorsed by the Board of Directors: 07/09/2014 (unanimous) 

Date ratified by the membership by ⅔ vote: 11/19/2014 (unanimous) 

Amended by the membership by ⅔ to increase board to fifteen members 4/19/2017 
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1BRUCE WILLEN / PUBLIC MECHANICS    2429 MARYLAND AVENUE  /  BALTIMORE, MD 21218  /  410 299 0028  /  BRUCE@BRUCEWILLEN.COM  /  BRUCEWILLEN.COM

Bruce Willen is a multidisciplinary designer, artist, and the founder of 
Public Mechanics — a design studio working in public and cultural spaces. 
Bruce collaborates with civic, arts, and design innovators on projects that 
jaywalk through the intersection of experiential design, placemaking, and 
public art.

Bruce co-founded acclaimed design agency Post Typography where 
he led high-profle projects that have shaped the visual language of 
Baltimore and the sustainable building industry. He is co-author of the 
book Lettering & Type and has written for the Washington Post, Design 
Observer, and other publications. Bruce’s designs and illustrations have 
appeared on covers of Time Magazine, The New York Times, and ESPN, 
among others. His work has received numerous fancy-pants design 
awards and has been published in dozens of design periodicals and books, 
including a Post Typography monograph. He has spoken at the Cooper 
Union, Minneapolis College of Art & Design, and Harvard University 
among many others.

As part of his multidisciplinary practice, Bruce composes music, flm 
scores, and sound art. With instrumental duo Peals, Bruce has performed 
in clock towers, museums, and living rooms on multiple continents and 
has released recordings with legendary indie label Thrill Jockey Records. 
Prior to Peals, Bruce contributed to Baltimore’s music scene for nine years 
as a member of the infuential post-punk band Double Dagger, subject of 
the 2013 documentary flm If We Shout Loud Enough.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND + SELECT PROJECTS

Public Mechanics: Founder. Baltimore, MD (2020–present)
 Ƈ Catonsville Arts & Entertainment District. Placemaking + branding. Catonsville, MD

 Ƈ Baltimore Museum of Art. Museum branding + wayfinding design. Baltimore, MD

 Ƈ Middle Branch Park. Branding, experiential design, community engagement 
strategy, public art programming. Baltimore, MD

 Ƈ Signal Station North. Public art, branding, creative placemaking strategy for NEA-
funded neighborhood artistic lighting initiative. Baltimore, MD

Post Typography: Creative Director + Founding Partner. Baltimore, MD 
and Brooklyn, NY (2007–2020)

 Ƈ Conceived and led high-impact placemaking projects for Light City Baltimore 
Festival, Waverly Main Street, Union Craft Brewing, and others.

 Ƈ Experiential design and branding for the Parkway Theatre and The Voxel Theater

 Ƈ Illustrated multiple covers of Time Magazine, The New York Times, Washington 
Post, ESPN Magazine, and many other publications.

 Ƈ Clients include: Baltimore Museum of Art, U.S. Forest Service, American 
Institute of Architects, Beach House, Sony Music Entertainment, Penguin/
Random House, Maryland Film Festival, U.S. Green Building Council

House Industries: Designer. Yorklyn, DE (2003)
 Ƈ Pioneering type foundry and design studio best known for its widely-used 

typefaces and collaborations with Heath Ceramics and Eames Foundation

SPEAKING, PANELS + WORKSHOPS

Featured speaker and keynote on design and interdisciplinary 
collaboration at dozens of conferences and colleges including:
Harvard University, Hopscotch Design Festival, AIGA (American 
Institute of Graphic Artists), Kansas City Art Institute, Minneapolis 
College of Art & Design, MICA, Cooper Union, Type Directors Club NYC, 
University of Texas at Austin

50+ AWARDS

Honors, awards, and competition wins include:
AIGA Design Awards, Creative Review, Chicago International Poster 
Biennial, AIA Baltimore (Grand Design Award), Communication Arts 
Design Annual, Society of News Design (Gold Medal), Type Directors 
Club Competition, Print Magazine Design Annual (16 awards), American 
Illustration, Maryland Federation of Art

BRUCE WILLEN
ARTIST, FOUNDER OF PUBLIC MECHANICS
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE

University of Maryland, College Park. Designer in Residence (6 credits), 2015

Maryland Institute College of Art. Undergraduate and graduate level courses: 
Lettering & Typography, Experimental Typography, Graduate Typography Studio, 
2005–2015

 

CIVIC ADVOCACY + PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT  

Baltimore Design School board member. Serves on the Professional Development 
Committee at this design-focused public school. 2018–present

Successfully advocated for creation of a municipal civic innovation office in 
Baltimore. (Mayor’s Office of Innovation established in 2017)

Juror for 57th Annual Type Directors Club international typography competition, 2014

Old Goucher Neighborhood Master Plan: Initiated project, led design team, 
contributing editor for Baltimore neighborhood urban planning project, 2014–2016

SELECT PUBLISHED WRITING

Lettering & Type (Princeton Architectural Press, 2009)
An introductory book on lettering, type, and experimental alphabets

Post Typography (Pyramyd Éditions, 2007) 
Paperback monograph of Post Typography’s early work. Paris, France.

Design Observer. In Defense of Inconvenience — essay, 2019

Washington Post. Ocasio-Cortez Scored a Victory for Campaign Posters, 2018

Maharam Stories (Rizzoli) — contributing essayist, 2012–2015

SELECT PRESS

Interviewed, Profiled, and Reviewed in more than 100 Publications 
including: Fast Company, CityLab, Washington Post Magazine, Brand 
New, Communication Arts, Print Magazine, Metropolis, Sirius XM Radio

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Work featured in over 25 design and art books including: 
Area 2 (Phaidon), Contemporary Graphic Design (Taschen) Graphic 
Design: The New Basics, Thinking With Type, D.I.Y. (Princeton 
Architectural Press), Please Make This Look Nice (Rizzoli)

GROUP EXHIBITIONS

Artwork included in 30+ Juried and Curated Group Exhibitions

SELECT MUSIC COMPOSITION, PERFORMANCE + ART

Symphonie Diagonale 1921. (New score for cubist silent film.) MdFF. Baltimore, MD

Fermata. (“Bubble Bath” 12-channel music composition part of International survey 
of contemporary sound art.) Artisphere. Arlington, VA.

Peals  Multi-instrumentalist and composer 
 Ƈ 2 full-length albums, 2 EPs (Thrill Jockey Records)

 Ƈ Collabs w/ artists, filmmakers, musicians incl. James Iha (Smashing Pumpkins) 

 Ƈ Interactive sound art app, Bubble Bath, that generates abstract musical 
soundscapes and allows listeners to build their own ambient arrangements

 Ƈ Music used on This American Life, David Chang’s Ugly Delicious, Invisibilia, and 
several documentary films.

 Ƈ Over 9 million streams on Spotify and extensive radio and podcast play

 
EDUCATION

BFA in Graphic Design. MICA (Maryland Institute College of Art). Baltimore, MD. 
Magna Cum Laude. 

SELECT PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS + SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2021 Light Gallery (Multi-site permanent public light art installation) Baltimore, MD

2021 Monuments for People. (Large-scale commissioned public art installation) 
Washington, DC

2020 The Chairs. (RFP-winning large-scale permanent public art installation) 
Anacostia Public Library. Washington, DC

2019 Post Typography: Look Again. Aesthetic Union. San Francisco, CA

2018 Some Thing in the Water — Light City Baltimore  (25,000 sq. ft. 
underwater light and audio installation) Baltimore, MD

2015 Time Is a Milk Bowl. (Peals and Zoe Friedman installation + performance) 
Pioneer Works. Brooklyn, NY

2013 Words Are Pictures Are Words. (Immersive installation & educational 
space design) Baltimore Museum of Art. Baltimore, MD

2008 Public Print Lab. (Post Typography) Interactive, participatory art 
installation. Creative Alliance. Baltimore, MD

2006 Post Typography. Rhode Island School of Design. Providence, RI
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FY 2022 MHAA Non-Capital Grant Application
Instructions

FY2022 MARYLAND HERITAGE AREAS PROGRAM NON-CAPITAL
GRANT APPLICATION

Application Deadline (online submission):
11:59 pm on your local heritage area's deadline (see page 18 of the Grant

Guidelines).

The Maryland Heritage Areas Program Non-Capital Grant promotes
planning, interpretation and programming projects that support and create
heritage tourism infrastructure within the 13 Certified Heritage Areas.

Please read the following instructions before beginning your
application:

• This grant application is for non-capital projects, rather than capital,
or construction activities.

• Funds awarded in this application round will be available no sooner than
July 8, 2021.

• Please review the program guidelines before beginning your grant
application. The guidelines contain important information about grant
amounts, project selection criteria, matching requirements, eligible
costs, eligible applicants, and project timeline.

• We strongly recommend that you contact your local heritage area
staff before applying to be sure your project is eligible and to obtain
appropriate guidance.

• The grant application must be submitted online with all attachments by
11:59 p.m. on your local heritage area's deadline (see the Grant
Guidelines).

• Please note that all questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
You will not be allowed to submit your application without first
answering these questions, or uploading the required documents.

• When you have submitted your application successfully, you will see a
confirmation message on the screen, and you will receive a confirmation
e-mail.

Notes on completing the online application:

• Please review the "Quick Start" guide available HERE before beginning
your grant application. This document will give you valuable tips on how
to use the online application system. A video about how to use this
online system is available HERE.

• For assistance with the online application process, please contact
andrew.arvizu@maryland.gov

• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities, please
contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or 410-697-9555. We
will do our best to provide alternative forms of application materials and
resources.

MHAA Program Areas of Focus
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MHAA has three main areas of focus. Please make sure that your
application addresses how your projects aligns with these three
areas:

• Developing Heritage Tourism Product
• Building Partnerships
• Sustaining Regional Identity

You can find more about the areas of focus and the overall goals of the
Maryland Heritage Areas Program in our strategic plan, which can be found
HERE.

Overview
Organization Name
Greater Remington Improvement Association

Grant Project Title
The project title should refer to the property and specific activity for which
funding is being requested.
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Acknowledgement
Please click this box to indicate that you have read and understand
the guidelines, available HERE.
Yes

Project Design

Project Design
Grant Project Summary and Importance
Briefly describe the work that this grant (and matching funds) will support,
what impact this project will have, and why this project is urgent. This
description will be used to introduce the review panel to your project. (Word
limit: 150)
Ghost Rivers is a multi-site neighborhood history installation in Baltimore
that visualizes “lost” streams buried below the streets of the city. This unique
placemaking project traces the hidden path and history of Sumwalt Run, a
major tributary of the Jones Falls river, where it still flows in concealed
culverts deep beneath the Remington and Charles Village neighborhoods.
Through a series of permanent visual installations, signage, and engagement
events, Ghost Rivers will make visible a forgotten history and dramatic
transformations of Baltimore’s landscape.

The MHAA grant will fund research, design, fabrication, and installation of
artistic wayfinding markers and interpretive signage that follow the stream’s
lost path, along with supplemental engagement and education activations.
Ghost Rivers will be a unique heritage tourism destination that supports
growing interest in hidden histories, public art, and environmental education.
This timely project aligns with BHNA’s priorities of connecting visitors and
residents with Baltimore neighborhoods and history.
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Comprehensive Project Description
Describe the overall project, including past and future phases of work as well
as work funded through other sources. (Word limit: 300)
Ghost Rivers will create an innovative new heritage tourism experience that
unearths rarely-told histories and a lost ecology, while encouraging visitors
to explore Baltimore’s eclectic neighborhoods.

The project tracks Sumwalt Run’s history through two Baltimore
neighborhoods, where a series of installations will follow the lost stream
valley. At each Ghost Rivers site permanent artistic wayfinding markers
embedded in roadways and sidewalks will trace the location where the river
once flowed. (See concept rendering) Interpretive signage will reveal many
forgotten histories tied to the site of the stream: hunting grounds of the
Piscataway and Susquehannock; the site of an early ice factory; 19th-century
figure skaters on Sumwalt’s Pond; “block mayors” and neighborhood
notables; workers who built Baltimore’s early storm sewer infrastructure.

The final product will develop a creative visitor experience that showcases
distinctive aspects of Baltimore’s heritage. Ghost Rivers encourages tourists,
residents, and students to explore traditional rowhouse neighborhoods and
learn about Baltimore’s history and watershed. Research and writing —
shared on the Ghost Rivers website and through interpretive signage — will
add context, deepen engagement, and shed light on inclusive and important
histories. Environmental education and community events, in partnership
with Blue Water Baltimore, will connect these histories with the city’s past
and future ecology.

Ghost Rivers is currently completing a preliminary planning phase, funded by
a Maryland State Arts Council Grant. During this phase, the project received
unanimous community approval, we established a partnership with Blue
Water Baltimore, and our team has been in close communication with City
agencies, including DOT. Phase 1 installations in Remington will be supported
by the MHAA Grant and matching funds. Future planned phases will connect
Ghost Rivers and interpretive research to the historic Jones Falls mill valley
and Olmsted-designed Wyman Park in Charles Village.
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What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible
deliverables do you anticipate?
For tangible deliverables, specify the anticipated number of products, i.e. 12
restored windows, 1,500 square feet of exhibits, 5,000 brochures; for
intangible deliverables, provide estimates, i.e. 500 new visitors, 150 new
interactions with the public, 750 additional page views on your website.
Project Grant will support Ghost Rivers installations at eight sites in
Remington (installations Phase 1), development of an informational website,
and educational programming from Blue Water Baltimore.

Deliverables:

—PERMANENT INSTALLATIONS AT 8 SITES across Baltimore’s Remington
neighborhood. (see uploaded Site Map)

—ARTISTIC WAYFINDING PAVEMENT MARKERS (etched metal or cast dyed
concrete) permanently embedded in city roadways and sidewalks, following
the lost path of Sumwalt Run — design, fabrication, and installation at each
site

—16+ LARGE ARTISTIC INTERPRETIVE SIGNS OR PLAQUES (etched metal)
— design, fabrication, and installation at each site

—HISTORICAL RESEARCH, INTERPRETATION, AND WRITING to develop
content for signage, markers, website, and walking tour

—RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTION FEES for high-resolution images to appear
on website and/or signage (estimated 15 images)

—WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT of Ghost Rivers website, which will
provide additional context and visitor info. Content may include:
——Project map and visitor information
——Photography and artist renderings
——Project updates and news related to engagement and educational events
——Historical resources such as images, maps, drawings
——Links and community histories
——Resources on watershed health, stream restoration, and daylighting

—WEBSITE HOSTING AND DOMAIN REGISTRATION expenses for 2 years
(estimated pageviews year 1: 7,500, year 2: 10,000)

—EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FROM BLUE WATER BALTIMORE, an
environmental organization working to restore the quality of Baltimore’s
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rivers, streams, and Harbor and build stronger communities. As project
partner, BWB will:
——Provide environmental research and resources related to the Sumwalt
Run watershed
——Review and edit interpretive signage and website content
——Co-host a Sumwalt Run inaugural walking tour (estimated 15 to 25
participants)
——Participate in opening event for project (attended by 150 people),
providing tabling resources
——Develop a self-guided walking tour with environmental history and
watershed awareness elements

—GRAPHIC DESIGN AND PRINTING of 2 to 3 flyers and printed handouts
(estimated 500 copies)

—DESIGN OF 4 TO 5 WEB GRAPHICS for social media and email (estimated
views 15,000)

—PROFESSIONAL PHOTO DOCUMENTATION of project, including 5 to 10
high-resolution photos of Ghost Rivers sites and events

—MEDIA MENTIONS OR PROFILES about project (estimated 10+ local/
regional/national)

Key Steps and Timeline
List the steps you will take to complete the project, and projected dates
when you will do them. Include other phases (identified as outside the grant
period) if applicable. Remember that the work funded by this grant and
match may not start prior to July 8, 2021 and should be completed no more
than two years from the project start date.
PRELIMINARY PLANNING + OUTREACH (85% COMPLETE)
2019–2020
—Research/concept development (COMPLETE)

FALL/WINTER 2020
—Preliminary community/partner outreach (COMPLETE)
—Project unanimously approved at GRIA community meeting (NOV. 2020)
—Project awarded MSAC Creativity Grant (JAN. 2020)

JANUARY–MARCH 2021
—Project awarded GMF Legacy Grant (FEB. 2021)
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—Discussions with organizational, agency, and community partners Blue
Water Baltimore, Baltimore City DOT, Department of Public Works, Maryland
Center for History and Culture, Friends of Wyman Park Dell, Baltimore
Museum of Art, Baltimore Commission for Historical & Architectural
Preservation, etc. (COMPLETE)

APRIL–JUNE 2021
—Community engagement and input
—Participatory community history workshops

***Project ready to proceed with Phase 1 by Summer 2021.***

———
PHASE 1
SUMMER 2021
—Historical research
—Writing/content development
—Design/artwork development for signage and wayfinding markers
—Approve Phase 1 installation sites in collaboration with GRIA, DOT, and
DPW partners
—Develop funding for Phase 2 installations

FALL 2021
—Finalize design and construction drawings
—Final vendor bids
—Begin website
—Fabrication and installation prep
—Permitting, installation scheduling

WINTER 2021/2022
—Website development
—Phase 1 fabrication complete

SPRING 2022
—Phase 1 installations at Central Remington sites
—Public opening/unveiling
—Photo documentation
—Inaugural walking tours/community events

SUMMER 2022
—Remaining Phase 1 installations in South Remington

———
PHASE 2
FALL/WINTER 2022
—Plan/begin fabrication of Phase 2 installations sites along Sumwalt Run
—Additional documentation, engagement, activations
—Develop self-guided walking tour and additional programming with Blue
Water Baltimore
—Update Ghost Rivers website

2023
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—Install remaining Phase 2 sites (Wyman Park Dell, Charles Village):
Engagement, planning, & installation

Budget

Project Budget

• The project budget is an important aspect of your grant
application, and it is necessary for you to review the grant
guidelines in order to fill out your budget correctly.

• Please note that ALL applicants are REQUIRED to provide a
dollar-for-dollar match to the grant, using any combination of
cash and in-kind match sources.

• All match MUST be from non-state sources and must be
expended during the grant period, which will commence no
earlier than July 8, 2021.

• Before completing the budget fields below on this page,
complete your detailed budget using the Excel spreadsheet
which you can download and complete by clicking HERE.You
must use this form.

• You will use the numbers from the Excel spreadsheet to fill out
the fields below, on this page.

• For a sample budget, please see page 19-21 of the FY 2022
MHAA Grant Guidelines for Project Grants.

Detailed Project Budget
Provide a detailed project budget, showing how the grant funds and
match will be expended. The required form is available HERE.
Once you have completed the project budget, upload it here as an
Excel file.
Remember, the more detail and line items you can include, the
better. Please do not upload a budget with just one line item. Break
it down into specific deliverables and costs.
Ghost_Rivers_MHAA_BudgetDetail4.xls

Grant Funds Requested
Grant Funds Requested
The maximum amount you can request for an MHAA Capital Grant project is
$100,000.
The minimum is $5,000.
Round up to the nearest dollar.
The amount you request will be dependent on how much match you will be
able to provide.
47110

Matching Funds
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Total Required Match (non-state sources)
What is the dollar value of the match funds (cash and in-kind) that your
organization will provide for your required match?
Please note that your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar.
This means if you request a $5,000 grant, your organization must commit to
spending an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.
This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours you
plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour) and the
documented value of donated services and materials.
All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
47110

Other Project Costs (non-state sources)
Many projects cost far more than the requested amount and the required
match. In order to understand the full cost of the project, we ask that you
list the additional project costs as well. So if the total project is going to cost
$200,000, and you are requesting a grant of $50,000, with a proposed
$50,000 match, the Other Project Costs would be $100,000.
Leveraging more than the required one-to-one match is NOT a
requirement and will not mean that your project is more likely to be
funded.
21500

Upload documentation of your match here.
If you have documentation showing that your match is in-hand or
committed, please upload that here.
Match_documentation_Ghost_Rivers.pdf
List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including
in your proposed project costs. Please indicate if the funds and
support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.
Gutierrez Memorial Fund (GMF) Legacy Grant
$12,500 cash (COMMITTED, see GMF Agreement in match documentation.
*Note timeline comments in PDF*)

Blue Water Baltimore (BWB) — Donated consultant services for research,
environmental education development, content review
$1,040 in-kind (COMMITTED, see BWB Budget email in match
documentation)

Blue Water Baltimore — Donated consultant services for engagement and
outreach
$975 in-kind (COMMITTED, see BWB Budget email in match documentation)

Public Mechanics — Discounted professional design fees for experiential
design, including design of signage and markers, site planning, construction
drawings, vendor management
$10,000 in-kind (COMMITTED, see PM Estimate in match documentation)

Public Mechanics — Discounted professional design fees for website design
and development, graphic design of flyers, handouts, web/social graphics
$6,000 in-kind (COMMITTED, see PM Estimate in match documentation)
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Public Mechanics — Donated professional photography fees for project
documentation
$1,000 in-kind (COMMITTED, see PM Estimate in match documentation)

Chesapeake Bay Trust (CBT) Outreach and Restoration Grant
$14,000 cash (PROJECTED 2021/22 — from total CBT Grant award of
$30,000) — Our team has been in close contact with CBT grant
administrators, who have indicated that Ghost Rivers is a strong candidate.
They are advising our grant application for upcoming funding cycles. (see
uploaded CBT letter in documentation)

Volunteer hours — Greater Remington Improvement Association board and
community
$1,595 in-kind (COMMITTED — 54+ hours @ $29.51/hr, see GRIA volunteer
documentation)

Total State Funds Already Committed
Please note that any Maryland state funds committed to your project should
not be included in your total match and leverage listed above.
List them separately here, and make sure they are in the "Other Projects
Costs" column of your attached budget.
3000

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.
Other state funds may not be part of the match for this grant, but they may
be a significant source of other funds for your project.
Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) Creativity Grant
Funding used to support Preliminary Planning + Outreach Phase for Ghost
Rivers

Budget Comments
Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you
would like share with grant reviewers.
RESEARCH/WRITING
Micah Connor (freelance research assistant) and project lead historical
research/interpretation to tell the story of the stream (estimated 70 hours @
$50/hr). Image rights and scanning/reproduction fees for use on the project
website/signage. (Estimated 15 images, $100 each)
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PLAQUES/INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE AND ARTISTIC WAYFINDING MARKERS
Cost of etched metal interpretive signs/plaques and custom artistic
wayfinding pavement markers for each site. Combined markers and signage
costs avg. $3,350 per-site. $11,300 of marker and signage costs will be
supported by a GMF Legacy Grant and CBT Outreach and Restoration Grant.
(see uploaded LanningSmith estimate)

CONTRACTORS AND INSTALLATION COSTS
Contractors fees, labor, and materials for 8 sites in Remington (average
$2,000 per-site). Includes precision cutting/grinding of pavement, concrete
removal, paving materials and adhesives, and permanent installation of
markers and signage at each site. $8,000 of installation costs will be
supported by GMF Legacy Grant and CBT Grant. (see uploaded Rooted In
Nature estimate)

INSTALLATION EXPENSES
Includes rental of temporary signage (road/sidewalk closures, etc.), specialty
installation hardware or supplies, safety and site protective materials, etc.
Estimate based on previous team projects in Baltimore and Washington, DC.

LONG-TERM MAINTENANCE
Project Phase 2 grants include earmarked funds for long-term maintenance.
Gutierrez Memorial Fund Sustainer Grant ($2,500 committed) and CBT
Outreach Grant ($2,500 projected).

PARTNER + CONSULTANT FEES
Ghost Rivers’ environmental education and outreach partner, Blue Water
Baltimore will donate consulting services (valued at $2,015) for
environmental research, education, and content review of website and
signage; outreach, promotion, and engagement services. (see uploaded BWB
Budget email)

Project lead and his design team at Public Mechanics will provide discounted
professional design services for this project (50% in-kind contribution, valued
at $12,500). Public Mechanics team will lead experiential design (signage/
plaques, wayfinding), site design, graphic and website design. $5,000 of their
fees will be supported by a GMF Legacy Grant and CBT Grant. Donated
professional photography services (valued at $1,000) for use on project
website, promotion, and by the Heritage Area. (see uploaded Public
Mechanics estimate)

EDUCATION PROGRAMMING, ENGAGEMENT + OUTREACH
BWB will co-host and promote two free guided tours ($375/each), in
collaboration with the project lead ($375/each), and will provide
environmental education at two neighborhood community engagement
events ($450/each). BWB will also co-develop self-guided walking tour, and a
community mural supported by CBT Grant — see Impact section.

WEBSITE HOSTING EXPENSES
$250-per-year costs for 2 years of website hosting and domain registration
fees for a professional hosting plan that includes CMS and advanced features.
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GRIA GRANT MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING, PROJECT OVERSIGHT
Indirect organizational costs for fiscal sponsorship and grant management
including accounting, payment processing, project administration. ($4,709 or
10% of grant award)

PRELIMINARY PLANNING + OUTREACH
Preliminary work funded by a MSAC Creativity Grant.

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT
GRIA board and community volunteers will coordinate and facilitate
community engagement/events.

Please upload any supporting documentation for your budget (e.g.
estimates, correspondence containing pricing options, list prices for
items described in the budget).
If you need to upload multiple documents, you can upload the first document
here, and any others on the Attachments page.
Budget_documentation_Ghost_Rivers.pdf

Ongoing Maintenance
How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if
applicable)?
Gutierrez Memorial Fund provides Sustainer Grants that specifically fund
ongoing maintenance and upkeep for previous GMF Grant recipients. The
GMF board has indicated that our team can access these funds for future
Ghost Rivers maintenance.

Fabrication budget includes 15% overage for additional roadway markers,
since these are the items most likely to sustain damage and need
replacement.

Additional long-term maintenance funding will be built into Phase 2 grant
applications. Our team has identified several suitable funding sources and
have been in contact with grant administrators at State and private
foundations to discuss these upcoming funding opportunities for the next
fiscal year.

The original contractors, designers, and fabricators will be engaged to
complete any major repairs and updates to ensure consistency and quality of
work.

Urgency
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Urgency
Is this project urgent?
Why does this project need to proceed at this time? What will happen if it
does not? What part of the project needs to be completed most urgently?
This timely project aligns with Baltimore National Heritage Area’s current
priorities of highlighting Baltimore’s unique neighborhoods and history, while
bringing the economic and cultural benefits of heritage tourism directly to
neighborhood residents.

Ghost Rivers, Phase 1 was also just awarded $12,500 from a Gutierrez
Memorial Fund Legacy Grant, which we intend to use as a cash match for the
MHAA Project Grant. This highly-competitive, private foundation grant award
must be spent by early 2022.

GRIA is a community organization with limited cash-match resources, and
the GMF Legacy Grant is an exciting opportunity to deploy significant
matching funds for this project.

Since Ghost Rivers is in a completely outdoor setting, the COVID-19
pandemic will not significantly affect our installation schedule or planned
socially-distanced activities.

Impact

Impact
How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives
of your heritage area?
You are encouraged to cite specific sections of your local heritage area's
planning documents.
As a neighborhood history project, Ghost Rivers is in perfect alignment with
Baltimore National Heritage Area’s focus on city neighborhoods. Much of
“Charm City’s” charisma can be found in its historic residential communities
— an attribute emphasized in Visit Baltimore’s current “Explore” marketing
campaign. In our “city of neighborhoods” each place has its own culture,
history, and individual character worth exploring.
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Projects like Ghost Rivers advance BHNA’s objectives of:
— Assisting neighborhoods to improve their quality of life, become more
visitor-ready, and balance tourism and community.
— Interpreting Baltimore as the unique port city where an American identity
was forged and refined.
— Highlighting and preserving Baltimore’s heritage resources.
— Increasing the economic benefits of heritage tourism in Baltimore.

This new placemaking destination will reveal authentic and hidden histories
across multiple neighborhoods, along with some of the social, economic, and
environmental systems that have shaped Baltimore and America.

Ghost Rivers will also benefit residents and the local economy, by bringing
new patrons to locally-owned shops and restaurants in the neighborhood,
and by developing education opportunities for tourists and city residents
alike. Enhanced street activity/safety and creative public space
improvements will further improve quality of life for residents and visitors.

A partnership with Blue Water Baltimore and activations such as walking
tours and educational programming will build community and generate
positive publicity.

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland
Heritage Area's Program's three areas of focus.
The three areas of focus are: Developing Heritage Tourism Product; Building
Partnerships; and Sustaining Regional Identity. You can find more about the
areas of focus and the overall goals of the Maryland Heritage Areas Program
in our strategic plan, which can be found HERE.
Ghost Rivers will create a memorable new visitor experience. This innovative
multi-neighborhood project builds connections — both physical and
interpretive — between existing tourist attractions and heritage resources.
Linking destinations like the Baltimore Museum of Art and historic Charles
Street with lesser-known neighborhoods and stories, Ghost Rivers
incentivizes visitors to explore the city and broaden their Baltimore
experience. (see uploaded Site Map)

Baltimore’s “lost” waterways are a fascinating gateway to local history. The
site of Sumwalt Run offers a singular opportunity to illuminate economic,
social, cultural, and environmental forces that have shaped an American city.
Ghost Rivers will be Baltimore’s first installation highlighting this compelling
subject, and the country’s largest comprehensive project that explores a
buried urban stream.
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Along the path of Ghost Rivers, visitors can delve into unique aspects of
Baltimore’s history, from the mills and quarries of the Jones Falls to the
development of the city’s 19th-century ice industry.

Our partnership with Blue Water Baltimore will add context of the
environmental issues faced by past and future generations of Baltimoreans.
As part of the project, BWB will co-develop a self-guided walking tour that
allows visitors to imagine 400 years of Sumwalt Run, from its pre-colonial
state, through centuries of industry and social development, to its present
entombment below the streets of Baltimore. Along the way visitors will learn
surprising facts about urban watersheds and compelling stories of the people
who built Baltimore.

Ghost Rivers also supports MHAA goal encouraging interpretation/projects
along Maryland Scenic Byways: Charles Street, Falls Road.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives?
If so, please provide details.
We are particularly interested in supporting projects that will highlight under-
told narratives about Maryland's past. Some examples include the history
and cultural traditions of African Americans, Native Americans, Asian
Americans, Latinos, immigrants, women, LGBTQ communities, or people with
disabilities.
Ghost Rivers will highlight hyperlocal stories from a Baltimore neighborhood,
including diverse historic, social, and cultural narratives. Alongside historic
research, our team will be conducting participatory community history
workshops and online interviews to document stories from the local
community. By telling histories of everyday people alongside more traditional
historical narratives, the project seeks to elevate the perspectives and
memories of community members, including workers and artisans, Black
residents, immigrants, and 20th-century migrants from Appalachia who have
shaped the neighborhoods around Sumwalt Run for generations.

The ecological aspect of the project offers additional opportunities to
highlight traditional land management practices of indigenous peoples. Are
there ways these practices might inform an approach to repairing past
environmental damages?
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Access & Outreach

Access and Outreach
Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for
tourists, k-12 students, and/or local community members.
This unique artistic history installation creates an engaging experience for
tourists, residents, and students to connect with Baltimore’s history while
exploring a traditional rowhouse neighborhood. Ghost Rivers builds on
Baltimore’s reputation as a quirky city filled with neighborhood charm and
hidden gems.

The project is also designed to educate and spark conversations about
humans’ past and future relationships with our natural and built
environments. Ghost Rivers’ long-term partnership with Blue Water Baltimore
augments the project’s environmental history and educational impact,
including opportunities for K-12 programming and tours.

The installations’ traffic calming effects along with enhanced street activity
will improve quality of life for residents and visitors alike.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic
access by individuals with disabilities?
— All installation sites are located at physically accessible locations on public
right of ways.

— Engraved or raised dimensional signage adds access and experiential
opportunities for individuals with vision impairment.

— All interpretive text and additional written resources will be accessible via
the project website for access via e-readers. Website design will follow
accessibility best-practices such as image alt-text, etc.

— Tours will offer additional engagement opportunities for individuals with
disabilities.
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How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about
your site or project?
How are you making information available about the history of the site or
resource? Do you have a website? How will public inquiries or tour requests
be handled? How will brochures or informational materials be distributed?
While MHAA project grant funds are not permitted to directly support
marketing materials and activities, applicants are encouraged to include
marketing costs for the project as part of their matching contribution, if
applicable.
— An informational Ghost Rivers website will provide additional context about
the project, and enable organic engagement with audiences in Baltimore and
beyond.

— Blue Water Baltimore will provide in-kind promotion, including social
media advertising via BWB website and newsletter.

— As part of the design and research process, community engagement will
build awareness of the project locally. Spread across multiple sites in the
neighborhood, Ghost Rivers will become a recognizable part of the local
landscape. Hosted walking tours and community events offer additional
outreach opportunities.

— Our team will conduct press outreach and interviews with regional media
and travel websites to generate publicity for the project.

— Our team will share professional photography with BHNA and Baltimore
tourism agencies to help promote heritage tourism.

— A social-media-friendly concept and a shareable self-guided walking tour
will generate organic and word-of-mouth publicity for this unique project.

What is the annual visitation at your site (if applicable)?
This can include physical visitation numbers, special events, and virtual
visitors.
N/A (new project)

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the
project / property be open to the public?
If the project will not be open regular hours, please indicate how access will
be made available.
Ghost Rivers sites are located on public right-of-ways and are accessible
year-round, 24/7.
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What amenities are or will be available to the public at your site (if
applicable)?
This includes restrooms, water, parking, interpretation (guided tours, self-
guided tours, signage, brochures), etc.
Interpretive signage/plaques and artistic wayfinding pavement markers at
each site will allow for self-guided learning and exploration. Sites may be
visited individually or as part of the Ghost Rivers self-guided tour, available
through the Ghost Rivers website, local tourism agencies, and institutional
partners.

This self-guided walking tour will allow visitors to explore 400 years of
Sumwalt Run, from its pre-colonial state, through centuries of industry and
social development, to its present entombment below the streets of
Baltimore. Along the way visitors will learn surprising facts about urban
watersheds and compelling stories of the people who built Baltimore.

Project Mgmt

Project Management
Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?
Discuss -- if applicable -- any similar projects you have completed in the
past, previous grants you have managed, and/or longstanding connections
you have with communities and partner organizations that have positioned
you to complete this project.
GRIA is the fiscal agent for Ghost Rivers. Our extensive track record of
facilitating community engagement and providing fiscal sponsorship,
oversight, and management for neighborhood-led projects positions Ghost
Rivers for success.

We have successfully managed many community- and artist-led grant
projects including:

BALTIMORE NATIONAL HERITAGE AREA (2019)
$2,410 BHNA grant for the Remington Village Green, matched by Baltimore
Green Space and individual donations. GRIA served as the Fiscal Sponsor.
Lead Volunteer: Magan Ruthke. (20 volunteer hrs)

BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & ARTS: NEIGHBORHOOD LIGHTS
(2018)
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$15,000 grant to support visual installation and performance in Remington's
Sisson Street Park, in conjunction with Light City 2018. Participants created a
shadow-puppet show to
compliment a retelling of the history of the neighborhood's development.
Volunteer Leads: Maura Dwyer, Molly McCullogh. (50 volunteer hrs)

MARYLAND ENVIRONMENTAL TRUST (2018)
$5,000 grant to support community building events and neighborhood clean
up days. Volunteer Lead: Molly McCullogh (15 volunteer hrs)

BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & ARTS: TRANSFORMATIVE ARTS PRIZE
(2017)
$10,450.00 grant to support the community-driven design and installation of
murals 3 by world-renowned artist Gaia. Volunteer Leads: Hilary
Rosensteel, Molly McCullogh (90 volunteer hrs)

CENTRAL BALTIMORE PARTNERSHIP SPRUCE UP GRANT (2015)
$12,801 grant to support capital improvements of what is now the Sisson
Street Park.
Volunteer Lead: Molly McCullogh (210 volunteer hrs)

Your Organization's Administrative Capability and Areas of Expertise
Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff,
board members, or volunteers) who will be involved in the
implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact
identified on the "Applicant" tab.
Include the name, title, areas of expertise, and the role they will play for
each person listed. Please attach any relevant resumes, CVs, and/or bios on
the Attachments Tab of this application.
Phong Le, President (GRIA)
General Oversight

Emma Simpson, Treasurer (GRIA)
Point of Contact, Financial Oversight, Record Keeping, Accounting

Amanda Rothschild, Director of Neighborhood Initiatives (GRIA)
Point of Contact, Community Outreach Coordination
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Consultants and Partners
Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization
who were consulted in the development of this grant application or
who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, consultants or
partners).
Include the name, title, company name, and the role they will play. Please
note that you may be required to solicit 2-3 written bids before selecting a
contractor (see pages 8-9 of the MHAA Grants Manual for details).
PROJECT PARTNERS + TEAM MEMBERS

Michel Anderson
Director of Ecoliteracy & Engagement
Blue Water Baltimore
—Environmental education and outreach partner, providing environmental
research and resources, feedback on interpretive signage and website
content. BWB will also co-host Ghost Rivers walking tour, co-develop self-
guided tour, and will participate in opening event. BWB is an organization
working to restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams, and Harbor to
foster a healthy environment, a strong economy and thriving communities.

Micah Connor
Special Collections Department
Maryland Center for History and Culture
—Freelance research assistant and historian

AGENCY AND COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Shayna Rose
Planning Consultant
Baltimore City Department of Transportation
—DOT municipal point-of-contact for public right-of-way design standards
compliance, permitting, etc.

Mark Cameron
Section Chief, Watershed Planning and Partnerships
Baltimore City Department of Public Works
—DPW municipal point-of-contact providing additional resources for mapping,
archival research, and stormwater education. Future partnerships planned.

Cailin McGough and Martha Oster-Beal
President (outgoing and incoming)
Friends of Wyman Park Dell
—Community partner for Phase 2 of project

FABRICATORS + CONTRACTORS
We have received advice and/or preliminary estimates from the following
contractors:

Kyle Lanning Smith
Owner
LANNINGSMITH STUDIO (Baltimore)
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—Fabrication, signage, and installation consultant

Marty Smith
Chief Estimator
Rooted in Nature
—Installation consultant, paving/hardscaping contractor

Linda Peters
Sales Representative
Fossil Industries (New York)
—Signage producer

Graham Coreil-Allen
Owner
Graham Projects (Baltimore)
—Traffic-calming, community art, and placemaking installation consultant

Upload the resume, CV, or bio of the key partner or consultant you
will be working with.
You may upload additional resumes, CVs, or bios of team members on the
Attachments page.
13-BWB_About_and_MichelAnderson-Resume-Winter2021_VER_1.pdf

Special Cases - DNR and K-12

Projects on DNR Property
If your application is for a project that will take place on Maryland
Department of Natural Resources property, you must obtain
permission from DNR for the proposed project. Please upload your
approval letter from DNR. If you have not yet received approval,
upload your request form that was submitted to DNR.
A blank form and instructions can be found in the Grant Guidelines, available
HERE.

Education Projects
If your application is for a Pre-K - 12 education project, please
provide documentation that you have consulted with either the
Maryland State Department of Education and/or your local school
system on this project.
In most cases, this documentation should consist of a letter from your local
county school system or systems.

Applicant
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Applicant Organization
Legal Name
The name provided must match EXACTLY the legal name as registered with
the Maryland State Department of Assessments and Taxation (SDAT). You
can check your organization's legal name by clicking HERE.
Greater Remington Improvement Association, Inc.

Organization Type
nonprofit organization

Tax ID / Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN)
For non-profit organizations and government agencies, this is generally a 9-
digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
27-2246764

Mailing Address
406 W 23rd Street

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21218

Website Address
http://https://griaonline.org/

Organizational Documents
Non-profit organizations must upload copies of their organizational
documents. For most organizations this will include the filed Articles of
Incorporation, Bylaws, and an IRS determination letter. Government
entities do not need to upload organizational documents.
You may upload one document in each upload box. If you need to upload
additional documents, you may add them on the Attachments page at the
end of the application. If you have uploaded these documents as part of a
recent grant application, MHAA will already have your documents on file.

Upload your Articles of Incorporation here.
GRIA Articles of Incorporation.pdf

Bylaws
Upload your organization's bylaws here.
GRIABylaws-4-19-2017.pdf

Proof of Non-Profit Status
Upload a copy of the Determination Letter from the Internal Revenue
Service.
GRIA IRS Determination Letter 03.08.10.pdf

Project Contact Person
This is the person who will receive all correspondence, notifications
and reminders regarding the grant. You will have an opportunity to
provide the contact information for a grant writer (if applicable), below.
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Prefix
Mr.

First Name
Bruce

Last Name
Willen

Title

Contact Address
2429 Maryland Ave.

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21218

Contact Phone
410-299-0028

Extension

E-mail
bruce@brucewillen.com

Please upload a resume for the primary contact.
If you have already uploaded the resume elsewhere in the application, you
do not need to upload it again.
Willen_Bruce_resume_2021-02.pdf

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-Full Application Received

Type of Support
Capital

Program Area
MHAA-Capital

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization

Staff
JRUFFNER

Release

Release and Consent
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MHT/MHAA regularly shares information about projects that have received
grant funding. Application materials, including photographs, maps, text,
graphics, and forms may be used by MHT/MHAA for non-profit purposes
including, but not limited to, education and publicity via printed material,
television broadcasts, and internet postings. MHT/MHAA does NOT share
applicants' financial information unless required to do so by law.

Photographs of the project which have been taken by MHT staff may also be
made available to the public.

In rare cases, application information may be requested under Maryland's
Access to Public Records Act (the "Act").

By executing this release and consent, I hereby consent to the publication of
photographs and other application materials relating to the Project for which
I have received financial assistance, and I hereby authorize MHT/MHAA to
print, publish or post pictures of the Project and to make application
materials available to the public.

If you consider information in this application confidential and do not want it
made available to the public, please indicate your objections in writing and
upload your letter below.

Upload your letter of objection, if applicable, here.

I have read and understand that, by not attaching an objection in
writing, I have consented to public use of information in this
application and a waiver of any rights I may have under the Act.
Do not check the box if you have uploaded a letter of objection.
Yes

Legal Authorization
I certify that all the information contained in this application is true
and accurate and that I am legally authorized to submit this
application on behalf of the applicant organization.
Yes

Full Name of Legally Authorized Submitter
This must be someone legally authorized to sign for your organization.
Bruce Daniel Willen

Attachments

Title File Name
Ghost Rivers installation
concept rendering

01-Ghost_Rivers_concept_rendering.pdf

Ghost Rivers concept narrative 02-Ghost_Rivers_narrative.pdf
Buried urban streams 03-Buried_streams.pdf
Historic maps and Olmsted
survey

04-Historic_maps.pdf

Ghost River Site Map and
Project Focus Area

05-Site_Map_and_Focus_Area-
Ghost_Rivers.pdf
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Public Mechanics portfolio and
capabilities – previously
completed projects

06-Public_Mechanics_portfolio.pdf

Letter of Support - Commission
for Historical

07-CHAP Letter of Support -
Ghost_Rivers.pdf

Letter of Support - GRIA and
Remington Community

08-Remington Community Letter of
Support - Ghost Rivers.pdf

Letter of Support - Blue Water
Baltimore

09-
BWB_Letter_of_Support_GhostRivers.pdf

Letter of Commitment from
DOT pending memo

10-
DOT_letter_of_commitment_pending.pdf

Email from Chesapeake Bay
Trust re: Outreach and
Restoration Grant funding
availability

11-Chesapeake_Bay_Trust_email.pdf

Email from Friends of Wyman
Park Dell documenting
engagement with project

12-FWPD_Letter_of_Engagement.pdf

Blue Water Baltimore - Partner
qualifications and CV

13-BWB_About_and_MichelAnderson-
Resume-Winter2021.pdf

Micah Connor - Bio - Project
research assistant and historian

14-Micah_Connor_bio.pdf

GRIA documentation of
volunteer hours and relevant
grant management experience

15-
GRIA_volunteer_hours_documentation.pdf
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 1

PROJECT TITLE: Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

PROJECT SUMMARY:

Ghost Rivers is a multi-site neighborhood history installation in Baltimore that visualizes “lost” streams 
buried below the streets of the city. This unique placemaking project traces the hidden path and history 
of Sumwalt Run, a major tributary of the Jones Falls river, where it still flows in concealed culverts deep 
beneath the Remington and Charles Village neighborhoods. Through a series of permanent visual 
installations, signage, and engagement events, Ghost Rivers will make visible a forgotten history and 
dramatic transformations of Baltimore’s landscape.

The MHAA grant will fund research, design, fabrication, and installation of artistic wayfinding markers 
and interpretive signage that follow the stream’s lost path, along with supplemental engagement and 
education activations. Ghost Rivers will be a unique heritage tourism destination that supports growing 
interest in hidden histories, public art, and environmental education. This timely project aligns with 
BHNA’s priorities of connecting visitors and residents with Baltimore neighborhoods and history.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Comprehensive Project Description

Ghost Rivers will create an innovative new heritage tourism experience that unearths rarely-told 
histories and a lost ecology, while encouraging visitors to explore Baltimore’s eclectic neighborhoods.

The project tracks Sumwalt Run’s history through two Baltimore neighborhoods, where a series of 
installations will follow the lost stream valley. At each Ghost Rivers site permanent artistic wayfinding 
markers embedded in roadways and sidewalks will trace the location where the river once flowed. (See 
concept rendering) Interpretive signage will reveal many forgotten histories tied to the site of the 
stream: hunting grounds of the Piscataway and Susquehannock; the site of an early ice factory; 19th-
century figure skaters on Sumwalt’s Pond; “block mayors” and neighborhood notables; workers who 
built Baltimore’s early storm sewer infrastructure.

The final product will develop a creative visitor experience that showcases distinctive aspects of 
Baltimore’s heritage. Ghost Rivers encourages tourists, residents, and students to explore traditional 
rowhouse neighborhoods and learn about Baltimore’s history and watershed. Research and writing — 
shared on the Ghost Rivers website and through interpretive signage — will add context, deepen 
engagement, and shed light on inclusive and important histories. Environmental education and 
community events, in partnership with Blue Water Baltimore, will connect these histories with the city’s 
past and future ecology.

13/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 2

Ghost Rivers is currently completing a preliminary planning phase, funded by a Maryland State Arts 
Council Grant. During this phase, the project received unanimous community approval, we established a 
partnership with Blue Water Baltimore, and our team has been in close communication with City 
agencies, including DOT. Phase 1 installations in Remington will be supported by the MHAA Grant and 
matching funds. Future planned phases will connect Ghost Rivers and interpretive research to the 
historic Jones Falls mill valley and Olmsted-designed Wyman Park in Charles Village.

How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives of your heritage area?

As a neighborhood history project, Ghost Rivers is in perfect alignment with Baltimore National Heritage 
Area’s focus on city neighborhoods. Much of “Charm City’s” charisma can be found in its historic 
residential communities — an attribute emphasized in Visit Baltimore’s current “Explore” marketing 
campaign. In our “city of neighborhoods” each place has its own culture, history, and individual 
character worth exploring.

Projects like Ghost Rivers advance BHNA’s objectives of:

— Assisting neighborhoods to improve their quality of life, become more visitor-ready, and balance 
tourism and community.

—  Interpreting Baltimore as the unique port city where an American identity was forged and refined.

— Highlighting and preserving Baltimore’s heritage resources.

— Increasing the economic benefits of heritage tourism in Baltimore.

This new placemaking destination will reveal authentic and hidden histories across multiple 
neighborhoods, along with some of the social, economic, and environmental systems that have shaped 
Baltimore and America.

Ghost Rivers will also benefit residents and the local economy, by bringing new patrons to locally-owned 
shops and restaurants in the neighborhood, and by developing education opportunities for tourists and 
city residents alike. Enhanced street activity/safety and creative public space improvements will further 
improve quality of life for residents and visitors.

A partnership with Blue Water Baltimore and activations such as walking tours and educational 
programming will build community and generate positive publicity.

23/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 3

DELIVERABLES:

What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible deliverables do you anticipate?

Project Grant will support Ghost Rivers installations at eight sites in Remington (installations Phase 1), 
development of an informational website, and educational programming from Blue Water Baltimore.

Deliverables:

—PERMANENT INSTALLATIONS AT 8 SITES across Baltimore’s Remington neighborhood. (see uploaded 
Site Map)

—ARTISTIC WAYFINDING PAVEMENT MARKERS (etched metal or cast dyed concrete) permanently 
embedded in city roadways and sidewalks, following the lost path of Sumwalt Run — design, fabrication, 
and installation at each site

—16+ LARGE ARTISTIC INTERPRETIVE SIGNS OR PLAQUES (etched metal) — design, fabrication, and 
installation at each site

—HISTORICAL RESEARCH, INTERPRETATION, AND WRITING to develop content for signage, markers, 
website, and walking tour

—RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTION FEES for high-resolution images to appear on website and/or signage 
(estimated 15 images)

—WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT of Ghost Rivers website, which will provide additional context 
and visitor info. Content may include:

——Project map and visitor information

——Photography and artist renderings

——Project updates and news related to engagement and educational events

33/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 4

——Historical resources such as images, maps, drawings

——Links and community histories

——Resources on watershed health, stream restoration, and daylighting

—WEBSITE HOSTING AND DOMAIN REGISTRATION expenses for 2 years (estimated pageviews year 1: 
7,500, year 2: 10,000)

—EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FROM BLUE WATER BALTIMORE, an environmental organization 
working to restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams, and Harbor and build stronger 
communities. As project partner, BWB will:

——Provide environmental research and resources related to the Sumwalt Run watershed

——Review and edit interpretive signage and website content

——Co-host a Sumwalt Run inaugural walking tour (estimated 15 to 25 participants)

——Participate in opening event for project (attended by 150 people), providing tabling resources

——Develop a self-guided walking tour with environmental history and watershed awareness elements

—GRAPHIC DESIGN AND PRINTING of 2 to 3 flyers and printed handouts (estimated 500 copies)

—DESIGN OF 4 TO 5 WEB GRAPHICS for social media and email (estimated views 15,000)

—PROFESSIONAL PHOTO DOCUMENTATION of project, including 5 to 10 high-resolution photos of 
Ghost Rivers sites and events

—MEDIA MENTIONS OR PROFILES about project (estimated 10+ local/regional/national)

How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if applicable)?

Gutierrez Memorial Fund provides Sustainer Grants that specifically fund ongoing maintenance and 
upkeep for previous GMF Grant recipients. The GMF board has indicated that our team can access these 
funds for future Ghost Rivers maintenance.

43/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 5

Fabrication budget includes 15% overage for additional roadway markers, since these are the items 
most likely to sustain damage and need replacement.

Additional long-term maintenance funding will be built into Phase 2 grant applications. Our team has 
identified several suitable funding sources and have been in contact with grant administrators at State 
and private foundations to discuss these upcoming funding opportunities for the next fiscal year.

The original contractors, designers, and fabricators will be engaged to complete any major repairs and 
updates to ensure consistency and quality of work.

53/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 6

BUDGET:

Amount requested: $47,110.00

Other State Funds: $3,000.00

Cash Match: $47,110.00

In-Kind Match: 

Other Project Costs: $21,500.00

Total Match: $47,110.00

Total Project Cost: $115,720.00

Budget Details:  

List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including in your proposed project costs. 
Please indicate if the funds and support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.

Gutierrez Memorial Fund (GMF) Legacy Grant

$12,500 cash (COMMITTED, see GMF Agreement in match documentation. *Note timeline comments in 
PDF*)

Blue Water Baltimore (BWB) — Donated consultant services for research, environmental education 
development, content review

$1,040 in-kind (COMMITTED, see BWB Budget email in match documentation)

Blue Water Baltimore — Donated consultant services for engagement and outreach

$975 in-kind (COMMITTED, see BWB Budget email in match documentation)

Public Mechanics — Discounted professional design fees for experiential design, including  design of 
signage and markers, site planning, construction drawings, vendor management

$10,000 in-kind (COMMITTED, see PM Estimate in match documentation)

Public Mechanics — Discounted professional design fees for website design and development, graphic 
design of flyers, handouts, web/social graphics

$6,000 in-kind (COMMITTED, see PM Estimate in match documentation)

63/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 7

Public Mechanics — Donated professional photography fees for project documentation

$1,000 in-kind (COMMITTED, see PM Estimate in match documentation)

Chesapeake Bay Trust (CBT) Outreach and Restoration Grant

$14,000 cash (PROJECTED 2021/22 — from total CBT Grant award of $30,000) — Our team has been in 
close contact with CBT grant administrators, who have indicated that Ghost Rivers is a strong candidate. 
They are advising our grant application for upcoming funding cycles. (see uploaded CBT letter in 
documentation)

Volunteer hours — Greater Remington Improvement Association board and community

$1,595 in-kind (COMMITTED — 54+ hours @ $29.51/hr, see GRIA volunteer documentation)

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.

Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) Creativity Grant

Funding used to support Preliminary Planning + Outreach Phase for Ghost Rivers

Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you would like share with grant 
reviewers.

RESEARCH/WRITING

Micah Connor (freelance research assistant) and project lead historical research/interpretation to tell 
the story of the stream (estimated 70 hours @ $50/hr). Image rights and scanning/reproduction fees for 
use on the project website/signage. (Estimated 15 images, $100 each)

PLAQUES/INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE AND ARTISTIC WAYFINDING MARKERS

Cost of etched metal interpretive signs/plaques and custom artistic wayfinding pavement markers for 
each site. Combined markers and signage costs avg. $3,350 per-site. $11,300 of marker and signage 
costs will be supported by a GMF Legacy Grant and CBT Outreach and Restoration Grant. (see uploaded 
LanningSmith estimate)

CONTRACTORS AND INSTALLATION COSTS

73/8/2021
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Greater Remington Improvement Association
Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation

Request:  $47,110.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $47,110.00 Baltimore City

Greater Remington Improvement Association - Ghost Rivers neighborhood history installation - Page 8

Contractors fees, labor, and materials for 8 sites in Remington (average $2,000 per-site). Includes 
precision cutting/grinding of pavement, concrete removal, paving materials and adhesives, and 
permanent installation of markers and signage at each site. $8,000 of installation costs will be supported 
by GMF Legacy Grant and CBT Grant. (see uploaded Rooted In Nature estimate)

INSTALLATION EXPENSES

Includes rental of temporary signage (road/sidewalk closures, etc.), specialty installation hardware or 
supplies, safety and site protective materials, etc. Estimate based on previous team projects in 
Baltimore and Washington, DC.

LONG-TERM MAINTENANCE

Project Phase 2 grants include earmarked funds for long-term maintenance. Gutierrez Memorial Fund 
Sustainer Grant ($2,500 committed) and CBT Outreach Grant ($2,500 projected).

PARTNER + CONSULTANT FEES

Ghost Rivers’ environmental education and outreach partner, Blue Water Baltimore will donate 
consulting services (valued at $2,015) for environmental research, education, and content review of 
website and signage; outreach, promotion, and engagement services. (see uploaded BWB Budget email)

Project lead and his design team at Public Mechanics will provide discounted professional design 
services for this project (50% in-kind contribution, valued at $12,500). Public Mechanics team will lead 
experiential design (signage/plaques, wayfinding), site design, graphic and website design. $5,000 of 
their fees will be supported by a GMF Legacy Grant and CBT Grant. Donated professional photography 
services (valued at $1,000) for use on project website, promotion, and by the Heritage Area. (see 
uploaded Public Mechanics estimate)

EDUCATION PROGRAMMING, ENGAGEMENT + OUTREACH 

BWB will co-host and promote two free guided tours ($375/each), in collaboration with the project lead 
($375/each), and will provide environmental education at two neighborhood community engagement 
events ($450/each). BWB will also co-develop self-guided walking tour, and a community mural 
supported by CBT Grant — see Impact section.

WEBSITE HOSTING EXPENSES
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$250-per-year costs for 2 years of website hosting and domain registration fees for a professional 
hosting plan that includes CMS and advanced features. 

GRIA GRANT MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING, PROJECT OVERSIGHT

Indirect organizational costs for fiscal sponsorship and grant management including accounting, 
payment processing, project administration. ($4,709 or 10% of grant award)

PRELIMINARY PLANNING + OUTREACH

Preliminary work funded by a MSAC Creativity Grant.

VOLUNTEER SUPPORT

GRIA board and community volunteers will coordinate and facilitate community engagement/events.
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URGENCY:

Is this project urgent?

This timely project aligns with Baltimore National Heritage Area’s current priorities of highlighting 
Baltimore’s unique neighborhoods and history, while bringing the economic and cultural benefits of 
heritage tourism directly to neighborhood residents.

Ghost Rivers, Phase 1 was also just awarded $12,500 from a Gutierrez Memorial Fund Legacy Grant, 
which we intend to use as a cash match for the MHAA Project Grant. This highly-competitive, private 
foundation grant award must be spent by early 2022.

GRIA is a community organization with limited cash-match resources, and the GMF Legacy Grant is an 
exciting opportunity to deploy significant matching funds for this project.

Since Ghost Rivers is in a completely outdoor setting, the COVID-19 pandemic will not significantly affect 
our installation schedule or planned socially-distanced activities.

IMPACT:

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland Heritage Area's Program's three 
areas of focus.

Ghost Rivers will create a memorable new visitor experience. This innovative multi-neighborhood 
project builds connections — both physical and interpretive — between existing tourist attractions and 
heritage resources. Linking destinations like the Baltimore Museum of Art and historic Charles Street 
with lesser-known neighborhoods and stories, Ghost Rivers incentivizes visitors to explore the city and 
broaden their Baltimore experience. (see uploaded Site Map)

Baltimore’s “lost” waterways are a fascinating gateway to local history. The site of Sumwalt Run offers a 
singular opportunity to illuminate economic, social, cultural, and environmental forces that have shaped 
an American city. Ghost Rivers will be Baltimore’s first installation highlighting this compelling subject, 
and the country’s largest comprehensive project that explores a buried urban stream.
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Along the path of Ghost Rivers, visitors can delve into unique aspects of Baltimore’s history, from the 
mills and quarries of the Jones Falls to the development of the city’s 19th-century ice industry. 

Our partnership with Blue Water Baltimore will add context of the environmental issues faced by past 
and future generations of Baltimoreans. As part of the project, BWB will co-develop a self-guided 
walking tour that allows visitors to imagine 400 years of Sumwalt Run, from its pre-colonial state, 
through centuries of industry and social development, to its present entombment below the streets of 
Baltimore. Along the way visitors will learn surprising facts about urban watersheds and compelling 
stories of the people who built Baltimore.

Ghost Rivers also supports MHAA goal encouraging interpretation/projects along Maryland Scenic 
Byways: Charles Street, Falls Road.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives? If so, please provide details.

Ghost Rivers will highlight hyperlocal stories from a Baltimore neighborhood, including diverse historic, 
social, and cultural narratives. Alongside historic research, our team will be conducting participatory 
community history workshops and online interviews to document stories from the local community. By 
telling histories of everyday people alongside more traditional historical narratives, the project seeks to 
elevate the perspectives and memories of community members, including workers and artisans, Black 
residents, immigrants, and 20th-century migrants from Appalachia who have shaped the neighborhoods 
around Sumwalt Run for generations.

The ecological aspect of the project offers additional opportunities to highlight traditional land 
management practices of indigenous peoples. Are there ways these practices might inform an approach 
to repairing past environmental damages?

TIMELINE:

Key Steps and Timeline

PRELIMINARY PLANNING + OUTREACH (85% COMPLETE)

2019–2020

—Research/concept development (COMPLETE)
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FALL/WINTER 2020

—Preliminary community/partner outreach (COMPLETE)

—Project unanimously approved at GRIA community meeting (NOV. 2020)

—Project awarded MSAC Creativity Grant (JAN. 2020)

JANUARY–MARCH 2021

—Project awarded GMF Legacy Grant (FEB. 2021) 

—Discussions with organizational, agency, and community partners Blue Water Baltimore, Baltimore 
City DOT, Department of Public Works, Maryland Center for History and Culture, Friends of Wyman Park 
Dell, Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore Commission for Historical & Architectural Preservation, etc. 
(COMPLETE)

APRIL–JUNE 2021

—Community engagement and input

—Participatory community history workshops

***Project ready to proceed with Phase 1 by Summer 2021.***

———

PHASE 1

SUMMER 2021

—Historical research

—Writing/content development

—Design/artwork development for signage and wayfinding markers 

—Approve Phase 1 installation sites in collaboration with GRIA, DOT, and DPW partners

—Develop funding for Phase 2 installations

FALL 2021

—Finalize design and construction drawings
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—Final vendor bids

—Begin website

—Fabrication and installation prep

—Permitting, installation scheduling

WINTER 2021/2022

—Website development

—Phase 1 fabrication complete

SPRING 2022

—Phase 1 installations at Central Remington sites

—Public opening/unveiling

—Photo documentation

—Inaugural walking tours/community events

SUMMER 2022

—Remaining Phase 1 installations in South Remington

———

PHASE 2

FALL/WINTER 2022

—Plan/begin fabrication of Phase 2 installations sites along Sumwalt Run

—Additional documentation, engagement, activations

—Develop self-guided walking tour and additional programming with Blue Water Baltimore

—Update Ghost Rivers website

2023
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—Install remaining Phase 2 sites (Wyman Park Dell, Charles Village): Engagement, planning, & 
installation

ACCESS & OUTREACH:

Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for tourists, k-12 students, and/or local 
community members.

This unique artistic history installation creates an engaging experience for tourists, residents, and 
students to connect with Baltimore’s history while exploring a traditional rowhouse neighborhood. 
Ghost Rivers builds on Baltimore’s reputation as a quirky city filled with neighborhood charm and hidden 
gems.

The project is also designed to educate and spark conversations about humans’ past and future 
relationships with our natural and built environments. Ghost Rivers’ long-term partnership with Blue 
Water Baltimore augments the project’s environmental history and educational impact, including 
opportunities for K-12 programming and tours. 

The installations’ traffic calming effects along with enhanced street activity will improve quality of life 
for residents and visitors alike.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic access by individuals with 
disabilities?

— All installation sites are located at physically accessible locations on public right of ways.

— Engraved or raised dimensional signage adds access and experiential opportunities for individuals 
with vision impairment.

— All interpretive text and additional written resources will be accessible via the project website for 
access via e-readers. Website design will follow accessibility best-practices such as image alt-text, etc.

— Tours will offer additional engagement opportunities for individuals with disabilities.
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How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about your site or project?

— An informational Ghost Rivers website will provide additional context about the project, and enable 
organic engagement with audiences in Baltimore and beyond.

— Blue Water Baltimore will provide in-kind promotion, including social media advertising via BWB 
website and newsletter.

— As part of the design and research process, community engagement will build awareness of the 
project locally. Spread across multiple sites in the neighborhood, Ghost Rivers will become a 
recognizable part of the local landscape. Hosted walking tours and community events offer additional 
outreach opportunities.

— Our team will conduct press outreach and interviews with regional media and travel websites to 
generate publicity for the project.

— Our team will share professional photography with BHNA and Baltimore tourism agencies to help 
promote heritage tourism.

— A social-media-friendly concept and a shareable self-guided walking tour will generate organic and 
word-of-mouth publicity for this unique project.

What is the annual visitation at your site (if applicable)? 

N/A  (new project)

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the project / property be open to the 
public?

Ghost Rivers sites are located on public right-of-ways and are accessible year-round, 24/7.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at your site (if applicable)?

Interpretive signage/plaques and artistic wayfinding pavement markers at each site will allow for self-
guided learning  and exploration. Sites may be visited individually or as part of the Ghost Rivers self-
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guided tour, available through the Ghost Rivers website, local tourism agencies, and institutional 
partners.

This self-guided walking tour will allow visitors to explore 400 years of Sumwalt Run, from its pre-
colonial state, through centuries of industry and social development, to its present entombment below 
the streets of Baltimore. Along the way visitors will learn surprising facts about urban watersheds and 
compelling stories of the people who built Baltimore.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:

Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?

GRIA is the fiscal agent for Ghost Rivers. Our extensive track record of facilitating community 
engagement and providing fiscal sponsorship, oversight, and management for neighborhood-led 
projects positions Ghost Rivers for success. 

We have successfully managed many community- and artist-led grant projects including:

BALTIMORE NATIONAL HERITAGE AREA (2019)

$2,410 BHNA grant for the Remington Village Green, matched by Baltimore Green Space and individual 
donations. GRIA served as the Fiscal Sponsor.

Lead Volunteer: Magan Ruthke. (20 volunteer hrs)

BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & ARTS: NEIGHBORHOOD LIGHTS (2018)

$15,000 grant to support visual installation and performance in Remington's Sisson Street Park, in 
conjunction with Light City 2018. Participants created a shadow-puppet show to

compliment a retelling of the history of the neighborhood's development.

Volunteer Leads: Maura Dwyer, Molly McCullogh. (50 volunteer hrs)

MARYLAND ENVIRONMENTAL TRUST (2018)

$5,000 grant to support community building events and neighborhood clean up days. Volunteer Lead: 
Molly McCullogh (15 volunteer hrs)
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BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & ARTS: TRANSFORMATIVE ARTS PRIZE (2017)

$10,450.00 grant to support the community-driven design and installation of murals 3 by world-
renowned artist Gaia. Volunteer Leads: Hilary

Rosensteel, Molly McCullogh (90 volunteer hrs)

CENTRAL BALTIMORE PARTNERSHIP SPRUCE UP GRANT (2015)

$12,801 grant to support capital improvements of what is now the Sisson Street Park.

Volunteer Lead: Molly McCullogh (210 volunteer hrs)

Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff, board members, or volunteers) who 
will be involved in the implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact identified on 
the "Applicant" tab.

Phong Le, President (GRIA)

General Oversight

Emma Simpson, Treasurer (GRIA)

Point of Contact, Financial Oversight, Record Keeping, Accounting

Amanda Rothschild, Director of Neighborhood Initiatives (GRIA)

Point of Contact, Community Outreach Coordination

Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization who were consulted in the 
development of this grant application or who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, 
consultants or partners).

PROJECT PARTNERS + TEAM MEMBERS

Michel Anderson

Director of Ecoliteracy & Engagement
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Blue Water Baltimore

—Environmental education and outreach partner, providing environmental research and resources, 
feedback on interpretive signage and website content. BWB will also co-host Ghost Rivers walking tour, 
co-develop self-guided tour, and will participate in opening event. BWB is an organization working to 
restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams, and Harbor to foster a healthy environment, a strong 
economy and thriving communities. 

Micah Connor

Special Collections Department

Maryland Center for History and Culture

—Freelance research assistant and historian

AGENCY AND COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Shayna Rose

Planning Consultant

Baltimore City Department of Transportation

—DOT municipal point-of-contact for public right-of-way design standards compliance, permitting, etc.

Mark Cameron

Section Chief, Watershed Planning and Partnerships

Baltimore City Department of Public Works

—DPW municipal point-of-contact providing additional resources for mapping, archival research, and 
stormwater education. Future partnerships planned.

Cailin McGough and Martha Oster-Beal

President (outgoing and incoming)

Friends of Wyman Park Dell
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—Community partner for Phase 2 of project

FABRICATORS + CONTRACTORS

We have received advice and/or preliminary estimates from the following contractors:

Kyle Lanning Smith

Owner

LANNINGSMITH STUDIO (Baltimore)

—Fabrication, signage, and installation consultant

Marty Smith

Chief Estimator

Rooted in Nature

—Installation consultant, paving/hardscaping contractor

Linda Peters

Sales Representative

Fossil Industries (New York)

—Signage producer

Graham Coreil-Allen

Owner

Graham Projects (Baltimore)

—Traffic-calming, community art, and placemaking installation consultant
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PROPERTY INFORMATION (Capital Grants Only):

Property Name:

Property Owner:

Relationship to Applicant:

Property Significance: 

Does MHT hold an easement on this property?  No
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Project Budget
Greater Remington Improvement Association (GRIA) — Ghost Rivers

Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds  Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost Source of Funds

RESEARCH + WRITING

1
Freelance contractor research assistant and
project lead (70 hrs @ $50/hr) $3,500.00 $3,500.00  MHAA grant

2
Image rights and reproduction expenses
(estimated 15 images at $100 each) $1,500.00 $1,500.00 MHAA grant
PRODUCTION + INSTALLATION

3

Etched metal plaques/interpretive signage
and custom artistic wayfinding pavement
markers: materials, prototyping, production
(8 sites, avg. cost $3,350/site, including
prototyping — see LanningSmith estimate) $15,500.00 $11,300.00 $26,800.00

MHAA, $4K GMF
Legacy Grant, $7.3K
CBT Outreach Grant

4

Contractors and installation costs (8 sites,
avg. cost $2,000/site — see Rooted in
Nature estimate) $8,000.00 $8,000.00 $16,000.00

MHAA, $3K GMF
Legacy Grant, $5K CBT

Outreach Grant

5
Permitting and road/sidewalk closure
expenses (8 sites, avg. cost $300/site) $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $2,400.00

GMF Legacy Grant,
MHAA grant

6 Installation expenses $750.00 $750.00 GMF Legacy Grant

7 Long-term maintenance $5,000.00 $5,000.00

$2.5K GMF Sustainer
Grant, $2.5K CBT
Outreach Grant 

PARTNER + CONSULTANT FEES

8

Blue Water Baltimore consultant services:
watershed  research, environmental
education development, content review of
website and interpretive signage (in-kind) $1,040.00 $1,040.00

in-kind (donated
professional fee)

9

Blue Water Baltimore consultant services:
engagement and outreach, web and social
media promotion and advertising  (in-kind) $975.00 $975.00

in-kind (donated
professional fee)

10

Public Mechanics design services:
Experiential design, design of signage and
markers, site planning and design,
construction drawings, vendor
management (50% in-kind) $5,000.00 $15,000.00 $20,000.00

$3.5K GMF Legacy
Grant, $10K in-kind

(discounted
professional fee),

$1.5K CBT Outreach
Grant, MHAA grant

11

Public Mechanics digital and graphic design:
Website design and development, graphic
design of flyers, handouts, web/social
graphics  (50% in-kind) $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $12,000.00

MHAA grant, in-kind
(discounted

professional fee)

12

Public Mechanics: Professional site
photography — donated services for
photo/video doumentation of project for
website, promotion, and BHNA use $1,000.00 $1,000.00

in-kind (donated
professional services)

13

Professional photography of education and
engagement events — fee for project
photo/video doumentation for website,
promotion, and Heritage Area use $1,000.00 $1,000.00 CBT Outreach Grant
EDUCATION PROGRAMMING, ENGAGEMENT + OUTREACH

14

Sumwalt Run self-guided walking tour
development: concept dev, writing,
illustration and graphic design, map (Blue
Water Baltimore) $4,800.00 $4,800.00 CBT Outreach Grant

15

Sumwalt Run guided community walking
tours (Blue Water Baltimore and project
lead) $750.00 $750.00 $1,500.00

MHAA grant, CBT
Outreach Grant

16
Education programming  (Blue Water
Baltimore) $450.00 $450.00 $900.00

MHAA grant, CBT
Outreach Grant

17
Printing of handouts and flyers (~3
community engagement/education events) $250.00 $250.00 GMF Legacy Grant

18 Website hosting costs and expenses (2
years)

$500.00 $500.00 MHAA grant

19

Website design and content updates 2022-
2023 (Self-guided walking tour addition),
maintenance and future expenses $1,280.00 $1,280.00 CBT Outreach Grant

20
Participatory neighborhood/student mural
collaboration project (Blue Water
Baltimore)

$3,420.00 $3,420.00 CBT Outreach Grant

21

Community engagement events and
activities (preparation and coordination,
supplies, facilitator time, film screening fees
and AV equipment rentals, food/drinks,
promotion expenses, etc.) $1,800.00 $1,800.00 CBT Outreach Grant
PROJECT/GRANT-RELATED MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING COSTS
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22

GRIA expenses and overhead for grant
management, accounting, project
oversight, and fiscal sponsorship of project $ 4,710.00 $4,710.00 MHAA grant
PRELIMINARY PLANNING + OUTREACH PHASE

23

Project development (Nov 2020–Jun 2021):
Preliminary planning and research, concept
development, community and partner
outreach $3,000.00 $3,000.00 MSAC Creativity Grant
VOLUNTEER SUPPORT

24

GRIA Board and community volunteer
hours (~54 hrs @ $29.51/hr —calculated at
Maryland’s Independent Sector rate) $1,595.00 $1,595.00
TOTALS $47,110.00 $47,110.00 $21,500.00 $115,720.00

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-
capital grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.

· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional, and
individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in-kind
services.  
· Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this grant.  

· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid
from grant funds.
· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-
kind  expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar
match be proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request
$100,000 in grant funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as
“other project costs" in the separate column above.
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INSTALLATIONS TRACE THE 
ORIGINAL STREAM PATH 

ACROSS PUBLIC ROADWAYS

ROADWAY ARTWORK 
HAS ADDED TRAFFIC-

CALMING BENEFITS

HIGHWAY GRADE 
ROAD MARKERS OR 
PAVING MATERIALS

INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE/
PLAQUES PROVIDE HISTORICAL 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

ARTISTIC WAYFINDING MARKERS EMBEDDED 
IN ROADWAYS AND SIDEWALKS VISUALIZE THE 
STEAM PATH (ETCHED METAL AND/OR CAST 
COLORED CONCRETE MARKERS) 

ENGRAVED ADDITIONAL 
HISTORIC TEXTS OR POETRY 

EVOKE THE LOST STREAM

* Final visual approach to be developed during the design and community input process
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GHOST RIVERS, NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORY INSTALLATION

Below the streets of Baltimore fow dozens of lost streams. 
These ghost rivers still cascade from their sources, the many 
natural springs around the city. As the street grid sprawled 
outward from the harbor, these verdant waterways were 
buried in stone and concrete. They now run dozens of feet 
below our rowhomes, channeled into the city’s storm sewers, 
hidden and mostly forgotten. You can sometimes hear their 
rushing water echoing up from storm drains.

Ghost Rivers is a multi-site neighborhood history installation 
that visualizes “lost” streams buried below the streets of the 
city. This unique placemaking project traces the hidden path 
and history of Sumwalt Run, a major tributary of the Jones 
Falls river, where it still fows in concealed culverts deep 
beneath the Remington and Charles Village neighborhoods. 

At each Ghost Rivers site permanent artistic wayfnding 
markers embedded in roadways and sidewalks will trace 
the location where the river once fowed. Research, 
interpretive signage, and engagement events will reveal 
forgotten histories, rarely-told narratives, and dramatic 
transformations of Baltimore’s landscape.

Rediscovering hidden streams that fow beneath our feet

1896 map of Baltimore showing the “lost” stream Sumwalt Run and Sumwalt’s Pond
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Constructing Boston’s Stony Brook culvert (via UniversalHub)

BURYING STREAMS WAS COMMON PRACTICE FOR 
FLOOD CONTROL, “PUBLIC HEALTH” AND LAND 
DEVELOPMENT
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A branch of Sumwalt Run photographed through a storm drain in Charles Village A buried stream fows through a 19th-century culvert in 
Philadelphia (WHYY)

SUMWALT RUN CAN STILL BE SEEN 
AND HEARD AT SOME STORM DRAINS 
ALONG THE STREAM PATH.
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SUMWALT RUN AND ICE POND, VISIBLE ON 
G.M. HOPKINS ATLAS OF BALTIMORE, 1876
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MGS MAP OF BALTIMORE’S ORIGINAL 
WATERWAYS AND WATERSHEDS, 1935
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OLMSTED BROTHERS SURVEY OF WYMAN PARK 
DELL, SHOWING SUMWALT RUN PRIOR TO 
DIVERSION AND FILL OF STREAMBED , 1905
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EXISTING TOURIST DESTINATIONS AND HISTORIC SITES  
WITHIN ONE-BLOCK OF GHOST RIVERS

Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore Museum of Art

Historic Charles Street (Maryland Scenic Byway)

Wyman Park Dell 
(part of Sumwalt Run’s original stream valley) 

H. F. Miller & Son Tin Box and Can Manufacturing Plant (NRHP)

R. House Food Hall

American Ice Company Baltimore Plant No. 2 (NRHP)
Ghost Rivers will add interpretation and signage adjacent to this early-20th-century ice factory

Baltimore Streetcar Museum

Jones Falls Trail 

Falls Road  (Maryland Scenic Byway)

GHOST RIVERS SITE MAP + PROJECT FOCUS AREA

BALTIMORE
CITY

SOUTH REMINGTON 
+ JONES FALLS 
VALLEY AREA

I-83 (JFX)

HISTORIC MILL 
VALLEY OF THE 

JONES FALLS

ORIGINAL PATH OF SUMWALT RUN 
BASED ON 19TH-CENTURY MAPS

PROJECT FOCUS AREA

WYMAN PARK 
DELL + CHARLES 
VILLAGE AREA

1

1

5
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2
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SUMWALT’S ICE POND

GHOST RIVERS 
INSTALLATION SITES
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INSTALLATION SITES 
CENTRAL REMINGTON AREA

C
H

A
R

L
E

S
 S

T.

Detailed locations, site plans, and installation phasing 
will be developed in Summer 2021 in consultation with 
DOT and the Remington community.

H.F. MILLER 
BOX & CAN 

MFG. PLANT
(NRHP)

REMINGTON
26TH ST.

27TH ST.
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.

WYMAN
PARK DELL

28TH ST.

26TH ST.

29TH ST.
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PHASE 2 INSTALLATION 
SITE (2022–2023)

PHASE 1 INSTALLATION 
SITES(2021–2022)
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INSTALLATION SITES 
SOUTH REMINGTON +  
JONES FALLS VALLEY AREA

Detailed locations, site plans, and installation phasing 
will be developed in Summer 2021 in consultation with 
DOT and the Remington community.

REMINGTON

23RD ST.

21ST ST.

24TH ST.

H
O

W
A

R
D

 S
T.

H
U

N
T

IN
G

D
O

N
 A

V
E

.

S
IS

S
O

N
 ST.

FALLS ROAD (SCENIC BYW
AY)

JONES FALLS TRAIL

JONES FALLS RIVER

PHASE 2 INSTALLATION 
SITE (2022–2023)

PHASE 1 INSTALLATION 
SITES (2021–2022)

CSX RAILROAD (BALTIM
ORE BELT LINE)

AMERICAN ICE
COMPANY 

PLANT NO. 2
(NRHP)

BALTIMORE 
STREETCAR 

 MUSEUM

NORTH AVENUE
LIGHT RAIL STATION

HISTORIC MILL 
VALLEY OF THE 

JONES FALLS
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WYMAN PARK DELL +  
CHARLES VILLAGE AREA
Phase 3 to be developed in collaboration with 
Friends of Wyman Park Dell, Baltimore Museum 
of Art, and the Charles Village community.

WYMAN
PARK DELL

CHARLES
VILLAGE

BALTIMORE
MUSEUM OF ART

JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY

HOMEWOOD CAMPUS

PHASE 2 INSTALLATION 
SITES (2022–2023)
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PUBLIC MECHANICS

Capabilities + 
Select portfolio
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

OUR PRACTICE INCLUDES public art, placemaking, 
creative strategy, and branding for communities and cultural 
institutions. With each project, we take a multidisciplinary, 
collaborative approach that aims to deepen engagement with 
the places and people around us. We cultivate moments of 
serendipity, play, and discovery, to unearth lost histories and 
begin new stories.

A FEW OF OUR CLIENTS + COLLABORATORS

AIA

Arts Council New Orleans

Baltimore Museum of Art

Baltimore Ofce of Promotion & Arts

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities

DC Public Library

Greenbuild Expo

Mahan Rykiel Associates

Maharam

Maryland Film Festival (MdFF)

the Neighborhood Design Center

PI.KL Studio

R.W. Deutsch Foundation

Seawall Development

Topos Graphics

Union Craft Brewing

Unknown Studio

U.S. Forest Service

U.S. Green Building Council

Waverly Main Street

West 8

Ziger/Snead Architects

ABOUT PUBLIC MECHANICS

Public Mechanics is a small design studio focusing on 
experiential projects for public and cultural spaces.  
We collaborate with civic, arts, and design innovators 
to make memorable places and tell essential stories.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

PROJECT TEAM

Bruce Willen Kacie Mills
FOUNDER + CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Bruce Willen is a multidisciplinary designer, artist, and musician with 
over 15 years of experience leading high-profle design projects that 
have shaped the visual language of Baltimore, the sustainable building 
industry, and beyond. Prior to starting Public Mechanics, he co-founded 
acclaimed Baltimore design agency Post Typography, where he maintains 
an advisory role. His designs and illustrations have appeared on multiple 
covers of Time Magazine, The New York Times, and ESPN, among others. 
He has received numerous fancy-pants design awards has been published 
in dozens of design periodicals and books from Phaidon, Taschen, and 
Rizzoli, as well as a Post Typography monograph from European publisher 
Pyramyd Éditions. He has spoken at the Cooper Union, Minneapolis 
College of Art & Design, and Harvard University among many others.

A COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE

We maintain relationships with a network of skilled engineers, fabricators, mural artists, lighting technicians, programmers, and other specialists who 
collaborate with our team to realize even the most ambitious projects.

SENIOR DESIGNER

Kacie Mills is a designer, writer, and painter based in Baltimore. She 
was an integral part of the design team at Post Typography for fve years 
where she played a lead role on projects that ranged from rebranding 
non-proft, advocacy, and arts organizations to designing award-winning 
album covers for bands like Beach House. Her current work supports 
organizations that focus on equity and environmental justice in public 
and green spaces. Kacie studied at Maryland Institute College of Art, and 
has taught there as well.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

The Chairs
PUBLIC ART : 2020

This permanent installation at the Anacostia Public Library reimagines common seating as 
a form of expression, stretching chairs and benches into surreal and whimsical shapes that 
activate a sense of play. Each of the eight custom chairs and benches encourages interaction 
and ofers unique opportunities for play and social engagement.

FRIENDS 
CHAIRS

SMILE BENCH

FROWN 
BENCH

PYRAMID CHAIRRAINBOW CHAIR

SEESAW 
BENCH

YOGA 
CHAIR

SKEWED CHAIRS
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

The Voxel Theater
EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, WAYFINDING : 2020

The Voxel is a black box theater and performance space in Baltimore. Our team developed a comprehensive experiential design 
and brand identity for the theater, including signage, murals, wayfnding, and artistic lighting. Stage cues — the hidden backstage 
language of theater — are made visible, becoming kinetic poetry that winds through the lobby and restrooms of The Voxel.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

Monuments for People
PUBLIC ART : 2022 PROJECTED INSTALLATION

Washington, DC is full of statues of fgures from the past, most of whom were powerful white men. Flipping that tradition, 
this project celebrates the diverse, present-day residents of the Southwest neighborhood. A sculptural colonnade, portraying 
neighborhood notables, will connect visitors from the National Mall to Banneker Park at the DC riverfront. 
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

Some Thing in the Water
PUBLIC ART, LIGHT ART, SOUND DESIGN : 2018

Some Thing in the Water is an enormous, 25,000 sq. ft. underwater 
programmed light and audio installation. First installed in the Baltimore 
Inner Harbor for the Light City Festival this immersive installation 
turns the water into an enormous canvas, allowing audiences to dream 
of strange glowing creatures beneath the surface. A huge array of 
submerged blue LEDs pulse in pre-programmed “behaviors,” creating 
an otherworldly experience that connects viewers to their natural 
environment.

 ſ LEARN MORE AT POSTTYPOGRAPHY.COM/CASE-STUDIES/
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

Waverly W
PUBLIC ART, WAYFINDING : 2015

This eight-foot tall sculptural steel W serves as a gateway to Baltimore’s Waverly neighborhood. 
The letter changes form as viewers walk around it, while reading as a W from all angles.
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

We designed the environmental graphics and wayfnding signage 
to complement Ziger/Snead Architects’ provocative mix of modern 
design with the preserved ruin of the Parkway’s grand historic 
theater. Our contemporary, sophisticated, energetic, and functional 
graphic elements play a crucial role in the experience of visiting 
MdFF’s new home.

 ſ LEARN MORE AT POSTTYPOGRAPHY.COM/CASE-STUDIES/

MdFF Parkway Signage + Environmental Graphics
BRANDING, EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, WAYFINDING : 2017
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

MdFF Parkway Signage + Environmental Graphics
BRANDING, EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, WAYFINDING : 2017
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PUBLIC MECHANICS : SELECT PORTFOLIO  ſ 2429 MARYLAND  AVENUE  :  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218  :  PUBLICMECHANICS.COM  :  HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

The Necessity of Tomorrow(s)
BRANDING, WRITING, EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN, PUBLIC ART, 
DIGITAL : 2017–2020

Can design carry a conversation beyond the walls of a lecture hall? For 
a high-profle Baltimore Musuem of Art lecture series on art, race, and 
social justice, we developed an unconventional engagement campaign, 
which has placed radical and whimsical visions of the future on 
billboards, bus shelters, and posters around Baltimore.
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BRANDON M. SCOTT                                    CHRIS RYER 

Mayor                                                     Director 
                                                                                                                                                                              
 

Commission for historical & architectural preservation 

 
Charles L. Benton, Jr. Building | 417 E. Fayette Street-8th Fl. | Baltimore MD 21202 

 

Plan      Preserve      Prosper 

 
   

March 2, 2021 
 

Jennifer Ruffner 
Administrator 
Maryland Heritage Areas Program 
Maryland Historical Trust 
100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 
Crownsville, MD 21032 
 
Dear Ms. Ruffner, 
 
On behalf of Baltimore City’s Commission for Historical & Architectural Preservation (CHAP) 
and as a personal historian, I fully support this innovative project by the Greater Remington 
Improvement Association: Ghost Rivers – Rediscovering Hidden Streams that Flow Beneath 

our Feet. 

 

Baltimore has a rich history with many architectural gems and historic neighborhoods, but no 
one to date has talked about the history of the underground streams below the busy streets of 
Baltimore. This proposal will create a wayfinding/interpretive sign system through site-specific 
installation to illuminate the history of Sumwalt Run, a stream that runs through two distinct 
neighborhoods – Charles Village and Remington. This project will weave together the historical 
significance of this river with historical sites into an engaging story of the 19th century area that
will be shared with the public.   
 
Lastly, this project is working with many excellent Baltimore partners that will ensure its success 
and future audience engagement – to residents, youth, visitors outside Baltimore, and to cultural 
heritage communities.  Educational programming and walking tour development will follow the 
installation of interpretive/wayfinding signs in partnership with Blue Water Baltimore and other 
organizations. Highlighting underground streams illustrates environmental history, urban 
development, social and neighborhood heritage, and brings to the surface a better understanding 
of many current-day environmental and urban issues.  
 
I fully support this project which adds another creative heritage tourism product to Baltimore and 
giving audiences a rich and hidden history. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Eric Holcomb, 
Executive Director 
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February 22, 2021 
 

 
Dear Selection Committee: 
 
This letter is written to express strong support by the Greater Remington 
Improvement Association for Ghost Rivers history installation project. The project 
was presented in a virtual community meeting on November 18th. In a unanimous 
vote of 30-0, neighbors supported the project. In that meeting the artist has shared 
his intent to involve the Remington community in development of the project, 
conducting outreach and engagement sessions to incorporate resident feedback. 
 
GRIA will work with the artist to support community engagement, design, and 
approval processes for this neighborhood history installation.  
 
GRIA has a long history of partnership for community history and public art projects 
and can ensure a community driven, equitable engagement process. We believe  
the community will be supportive of the project and will aid in its development. 
 
The Remington community values projects that: 
 
- Enhance the public realm 
- Increase streetlife and support traffic calming 
- Celebrate neighborhood history 
- Support local arts and culture  
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Phong Le, President 
Greater Remington Improvement Association 
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2631 Sisson St, Baltimore, MD 21211  |  410-254-1577  |  www.bluewaterbaltimore.org 

 
 
 
 

February 25, 2021 
 

Greetings: 
 

This is Blue Water Baltimore’s letter in support and commitment to Bruce 
Willen’s and GRIA’s, Ghost Rivers, project. 
 

Blue Water Baltimore understands the value of integrating history, art, and 
education to better engage Baltimore City residents and inspire them to learn 

more about the state of our urban watersheds. As a multi-site neighborhood 
history installation, Ghost Rivers will visualize one of Baltimore’s buried and 
“lost” streams. Tracing the hidden path Sumwalt Run, a major tributary of the 

Jones Falls river, as it flows beneath the Remington neighborhood (where Blue 
Water Baltimore’s office is located) will vividly inspire residents and visitors to 

learn more about the history of our waterways.  
 
Blue Water Baltimore is proud to provide the Ghost Rivers project with access 

to our environmental education program and staff and outreach and public 
engagement assistance. Ghost Rivers. We intend to stay engaged with this 

unique project and incorporate it into our educational toolkit for years to come. 
 

 
Sincerely, 
 

Michel Anderson 
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement 
Blue Water Baltimore 

manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org 
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March 5, 2021 
Baltimore City Department of Transportation Letter of Commitment pending

To the MHAA Grants Review Panel: 
 
We have committed to working with DOT to develop a project design and installation plan 
for Ghost Rivers that complies with DOT and SHA standards and meets all trafc safety 
requirements.

Our team has been in close contact with Baltimore DOT over the last two months to provide 
feedback and to review our project proposal, including presenting preliminary concepts and 
installation approaches to DOT’s Trafc Planning department.

Since early February, we have been working with our DOT point person to secure a Letter of 
Commitment from DOT’s deputy director. Due to internal delays at DOT, as of the application 
deadline on March 5 this letter is still pending. 
 
Our point of contact at DOT is: 

Shayna Rose, Planning Consultant 
shayna.rose@baltimorecity.gov 
443-984-4092 
417 E. Fayette Street, Room 748,  
Baltimore MD 21202 
 
The MHAA Grants Review Panel may reach out to Shayna at any time, should you have questions 
about DOT process, or if you wish to request an update on our pending Letter of Commitment.

We would also love the opportunity to submit this letter of commitment at a later date, once we 
have received from DOT. 

Sincerely,

Bruce Willen and the Greater Remington Improvement Association

 
PROJECT CONTACT 
bruce@brucewillen.com 
410-299-0028
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From: Bre’Anna Brooks BBrooks@cbtrust.org
Subject: RE: Community Engagement mini-grant: Ghost Rivers public art project

Date: March 4, 2021 at 3:10 PM
To: Bruce Willen bruce@brucewillen.com

Hi Bruce,
 
Thanks again for sharing the proposed project in detail. What a cool idea! The short answer is
yes, this project is a fit within the Outreach and Restoration (OR) grant program, track 1 –
outreach (there are 3 tracks: 1 – outreach; 2 – restoration; 3 – a combination of both). There are
appropriate partners involved, you’ve identified audiences, the intention is to increase
knowledge of waterways, and this project presents an innovative method of engagement. Also,
because there is a community input component, I think that makes the proposal stronger.
 
There are a few things we should touch base on when you go to work on the application such
as the engagement methodology and priority audience. Regarding engagement, 1) proposals
that compete well have the outreach and engagement plan determined and presented in the
application and 2) we aim to fund proposals under the outreach track that seek to increase
knowledge about natural resources, how that connects to local waterways, and what residents
to can to be a part of a solution toward enhanced water quality. Regarding the audience, 1)
proposals that compete well typically have a priority audience (e.g., Remington neighborhood
residents) even if the larger audience is Baltimore City residents. So, I recommend you call
attention to that audience. And 2) (more of an FYI) this grant program is not intended for sole
youth engagement. Your proposed project will engage both adults and children so that will be
fine but when presented in the proposal, again you’ll want to hone in on a particular audience.
 
I am excited to continue to chat with you about the proposed project! You may or may not know,
DPW is a funding partner in the OR program so there is dedicated funds that go to projects in
the City. Mark Cameron is my contact. It seems like you have already chatted with him in some
capacity.
 
On another note, I am super glad to know more about your work because we have another
grant program in which I think you’ll have interest and compete well. It’s called Community
Stormwater Solutions and is funded by our partner DC Department of Energy and Environment.
This grant program is intended to support projects just like this one and even gives points for
creative and innovative ideas under the scoring criteria. I don’t want to overload you as I am
sure this project will take up a lot of your time but just wanted to throw that program out there for
future consideration! The next round will open in April and close in July. I manage that one as
well so please let me know if you have any interest!
 
Best,
Bre’Anna
 

Bre’Anna Brooks
Program Officer
Chesapeake Bay Trust
Cell: (443) 333-9195
Pronouns: She|Her|Hers

 
Like us on Facebook,  Follow us on Twitter and Instagram!
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From: Wyman Park Dell wymanparkdell@gmail.com
Subject: Ghost Rivers project proposal

Date: March 3, 2021 at 8:52 AM
To: bruce@brucewillen.com

Bruce,

Thanks for the outreach and conversation about Ghost Rivers. We are excited about the potential of this history installation to highlight
the lost stream networks that shaped the Dell and surrounding communities. We look forward to a more formal presentation to our
board to discuss the scope of Phases 2 and 3 of Ghost Rivers. 

Cailin McGough 
Board president, FWPD

Friends of Wyman Park Dell
A 501c3 nonprofit organization
@wymanparkdell
wymanparkdell.org
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Blue Water Baltimore 

To restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams  
and harbor to foster a healthy environment, a  
strong economy, and thriving communities.

Our Mission

 
is an environmental nonprofit 

organization, created in 2010 
from the merger of five small 
watershed organizations, 
focused on improving 
water quality across the 
Baltimore region. From arts 

and education, to stormwater 
management projects and 

community clean ups, we offer
residents opportunities to learn about the threats to 
our waterways and the solutions that can help restore 
waterway health. We monitor water quality in city and 
county streams and share that data with government 
agencies and university researchers. We combine science 
with advocacy and enforcement to improve clean water 
laws and hold polluters accountable. We firmly believe that 
empowered individuals and organizations can accomplish 
more together than any of us could alone.
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Patty Dowd is 
a champion for 

clean water in her 
community. Having 

coordinated countless 
clean-ups in Herring Run Park, she 
knows what a recurring issue trash 
can be. When Patty caught a truck 
illegally dumping trash in the park, 
she made sure to photograph it and 
wait for the authorities until it was 
impounded. Her eye isn’t just on 
dumping though; she continues to 
submit pollution reports to Blue Water 
Baltimore so that our scientists can 
investigate. Members like Patty give a 
voice to our urban environment – what 
green spaces in Baltimore do you 
love?

Pollution Reporter

Spotlight

Patty 
Dowd

341 volunteers collected 
nearly six and a half tons of straws,  
Styrofoam cups, plastic bottles, tires, and other trash  
to prevent it from entering our waterways! 

We greened 27 blocks in 5 neighborhoods throughout 
Baltimore. Neighbors in your watershed  
will now watch more than 900 trees change color  
every fall and bloom every spring.

47 community members reported pollution in our 
watershed through Blue Water Baltimore’s pollution 
reporting hotline this year. These reports generate 
the momentum to address environmental concerns 
like water main breaks and sediment runoff violations. 
You can take action to fight pollution too! Visit 
bluewaterbaltimore.org/take-action/report-pollution/

Last summer, 11 classes learned how they are 
connected to our waterways through SummerREADS,  
a program for Baltimore City K-5 students. These  
294 students now have a better understanding of  
how waste gets into our waterways, what they can  
do to stop it, and just how important their actions  
and voices are. 

Over 1,000 Baltimore residents took home a free native 
tree in 2019. These trees will cool and clean our air, 
absorb stormwater, increase biodiversity, and beautify 
our neighborhoods. Keep an eye out for young native 
trees like sycamore, black cherry, and serviceberry  
in your neighborhood!

GREENED

TREES

27

900

HOURS

VOLUNTEERS
341

865

Reported
pollution

COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

47

Given to 
Baltimore
Residents

1000+
TREES

2019 in Review

STUDENTS 

reached through
SummerREADS 

workshops

294

2631 Sisson St. Baltimore, MD  21211  •  (410) 254 - 1577  •  www.bluewaterbaltimore.org

Pollution Reporting

BLOCKS
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 (continued) 
 

Michel Parmentier Anderson 
2909 Westfield Ave, Baltimore, MD 21214 

 Email: michel.p.anderson@gmail.com  |  Phone: 443-838-3349  
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT                     
Professional nature-based and sustainability educator with over eight years of experience and a record of increased 
responsibility. Experienced in program design, implementation, and management. Specialist in nature-based 
education with an emphasis on integrating sustainability and community-based education into organizational systems 
and curriculum design. Competent in delivering nature-based presentations for students, adults, and professional 
teachers. 
 
EDUCATION 
M.Ed. Educating for Sustainability May 2016 
Antioch University New England  • Keene, NH, USA      
Awards: Nature-based Urban Fellowship, President’s Merit Scholarship 
 
B.A. Visual Art & Photography, Cum Laude Dec 2003 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County • Baltimore, MD, USA 
Award: Jaromir Stephany Scholarship  
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE                          
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement Jun 2016 – Present 
Blue Water Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Strategically integrates Ecoliteracy Programming into the various departments of BWB 
• Developed and manages a fee-for-service model to deliver educational programs to schools and institutions  
• Designs and facilitates experiential workshops for community-based advocacy and environmental regeneration  
• Manages various outreach/education grant deliverables and fee-for-service projects  
• Conducts Photovoice Workshops with city residents that culminate in public exhibitions  
• Leads nature-connection walks within city parks that couples direct experience with scientific observation 
• Represents staff on the Strategic Planning Committee  
 
Ecoliteracy & Sustainability Coordinator Oct 2012 – Jun 2016 
Waldorf School of Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Expanded and integrated sustainability initiatives within the curriculum, facilities, and school culture 
• Developed and directed the Forest Aftercare program 
• Designed and taught a Nature Study course for ages 5 to 12  
• Maintained reporting of Maryland Green School and International Eco-Schools status  
• Integrated animal husbandry into the curriculum – introduced chickens and maintained honeybee hive 
• Prepared and implemented a playscape and permaculture design plan for the property 
• Created and maintained a sustainability blog – www.sustainablewaldorf.com 

 
English Language Teacher Dec 2009 – Aug 2012 
Schools Link: Hoang Dieu and Tay Son State Primary Schools • Hanoi, Vietnam                 
• Prepared and conducted 28 lessons per week to over 300 students in grades 1 – 3  
• Administered and graded written and oral examinations and conducted parent/teacher meetings 
• Promoted a positive and fun learning environment and cultivated cultural sensitivity in the classroom 
 
Art Conservator Assistant Mar 2008 – Mar 2009 
William Lewin Conservator • Baltimore, MD, USA                                   
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Michel P. Anderson  |  2 
 

• Conserved gold-gilded artifacts for private collectors, international museums and government institutions 
     
Draftsman & Furniture Maker Jan 1995 – Feb 2008 
R. A. Anderson Wood Products • Baltimore, MD, USA                              
• Managed custom furniture projects from design to completion 

 
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS       
First Aid & CPR/AED - American Heart Association Jun 2017 
Permaculture Design - Permaculture Maryland May 2014  
Medication Technician - Maryland Board of Nursing Apr 2014 
Baltimore City Master Gardener - University of Maryland Extension Apr 2013  
Natural Honeybee Stewardship - Baltimore Honey Feb 2013 
Hospice Care - Joseph Richey Hospice of Baltimore Mar 2009 
TESL Teacher Certification - Oxford Seminars Feb 2009 
 
PUBLICATIONS                                                    
Book Chapters - Fortlandia: The Kingdom of Learning; A World of Sticks & Stones  
     Sobel, David, The Sky Above and the Earth Below, RedLeaf Press, St. Paul, MN, USA  2020 
Rolling Stones & Catching Beetles – Green Teacher: Education for Planet Earth Magazine 
     Available online: greenteacher.com/rolling-stones-catching-beetles/ Sep 2016
  
NOTABLE PRESENTATIONS & WORSHOPS              ___ 
Pollinator Garden Design for Urban Schools - MAEOE Feb 2018 
Watershed Ecology in the Anthropocene – Baltimore Museum of Art Jan 2018 
Deep Blue See: Photovoice & Community Engagement – Nature City Forum                                     Nov 2017                                           
Earthling Power: How Nature Shapes Our Understanding of Community – EPA   Apr 2016 
Beyond School Walls: Human Development & Nature Play – Waldorf School of Baltimore     Apr 2016 
Permaculture Primer – For-Win-Ash Federated Gardening Club Apr 2016 
Educating for Ecophilia - Baltimore Office of Sustainability Oct 2015 
Ecoliteracy & Waldorf Education - Associated Waldorf Schools of North America                               Mar 2014  
Anaerobic Composting in the Classroom - MAEOE Feb 2014 
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Micah Connor
Freelance Research Assistant

BIO

Born and raised in Baltimore, Maryland, Micah Connor enjoys working with libraries and 

archives. He joined the Maryland Center for History and Culture in 2014 as an intern 

processing special collections materials. He coupled this experience with work at the 

Special Collections & Archives at Goucher College, where he graduated in 2016 with a BA 

in History. He joined the MCHC staff in 2018 and primarily supports library patrons with 

their research. He specializes in Revolutionary War research and loves helping people 

discover their ancestors. He also assists with digital projects and exhibitions.  Micah is a 

former Hansard Scholar who studied at the London School of Economics and worked for 

a Member of Parliament.

EDUCATION

Goucher College, 2016

Bachelor of Arts (B.A. in History/Historic Preservation)

Magna Cum Laude, Honors in History

WORK EXPERIENCE

Library Associate

Maryland Center for History and Culture

2018 – Present

Student Assistant

Goucher College Special Collections & Archives

Aug 2014 – May 2016

House of Commons

Hansard Scholar Parliamentary Intern

Sep 2015 – Dec 2015

London, United Kingdom

Maryland House of Delegates

Student Intern

Feb 2012 – Mar 2012

Annapolis, Maryland
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DOCUMENTATION OF VOLUNTEER HOURS 
RELEVANT PROJECT GRANTS 
GRIA FISCAL SPONSORSHIP AND OVERSIGHT

GRIA Public Art/Community Outreach Projects Detail
Project Description Volunteer Hours

Baltimore National Heritage Area (2019)

$2,410 grant from the Baltimore National Heritage 
Area for the Remington Village Green, matched by 
Baltimore Green Space and individual donations. 
GRIA served as the Fiscal Sponsor for the grant. 
Lead Volunteer: Magan Ruthke. 20

Neighborhood Lights (2018)

$15,000 BOPA grant to support visual installation 
and performance in Remington's Sisson Street 
Park, in conjunction with Light City 2018. 
Participants created a shadow-puppet show to 
compliment a retelling of the history of the 
neighborhood's development. Volunteer Leads: 
Maura Dwyer, Molly McCullogh. 50

MET (2018)

$5,000 grant from the Maryland Environmental 
Trust to support community building events and 
neighborhood clean up days. Volunteer Lead: Molly 
McCullogh 15

Transformative Arts Prize (2017)

$10,450.00 BOPA grant to support the community-
driven design and installation of murals 3 by world-
renowned artist GAIA. Volunteer Leads: Hilary 
Rosensteel, Molly McCullogh 90

Spruce Up Grant (2015)

$12,801 Central Baltimore Partnership grant to 
support capital improvements at the lot at 2017 
Sisson Street, now the Sisson Street Park. 
Volunteer Lead: Molly McCullogh 210
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Contact: 
Marty Smith, Estimator
Marty@rootedinnaturemd.com
443-425-6408 (Cell)

P.O. Box 19048
Towson, MD 21284
info@rootedinnaturemd.com

LANDSCAPE SOLUTION PROVIDER    COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL CONCRETE AND PAVING

Details and sq.ft. pricing
Signage Markers Embedded In Sidewalk, 2 Per-Site (24” x 24”) (Signage supplied by others): $ 250.00 
per concrete marker 

Custom Artistic Pavers Cast Colored Concrete W/ Surface Patterning (Pavers supplied by others): $ 
34.00 per sq.ft.
 
Custom Poured Stamped Concrete Colored Concrete W/ Stamped Surface Patterning (Stamp plates 
supplied by others): $ 22.00 per sq.ft.
 
Embedded Markers In Existing Pavement Engraved Non-Ferrous Metal W/ Surface Patterning (Markers 
supplied by others): $ 75.00 per marker

Per-site Amount Total
Estimated installation costs $2,000 8 $16,000

Permitting, lane control, and road and sidewalk clo-
sure fees

$300 8 $2,400

TOTAL ESTIMATE $18,400
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studio@lanningsmith.com
2315 Homewood Ave Baltimore MD 21218 BRUCE WILLEN // GHOST RIVERS

ITEM DESCRIPTION       PRICE

INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE AND PLAQUES ETCHED OR CNC MILLED MARKER PLATE OR 
SIGNAGE . 24’’L X 24’’W X 0.375’’H $1,100.00 EACH

ARTISTIC WAYFINDING PAVEMENT MARKERS PIGMENTED CONCRETE PAVERS FOR FLUSH MOUNT IN 
EXISTING PAVEMENT. 12’’L X 6’’W X 3’’H $44.00 EACH

PER-SITE COST 
PER-SITE COST INCLUDING:
-ARTISTIC WAYFINDING MARKERS  (22 SQ FT PER SITE) 
-INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE AND PLAQUES (2 PER SITE). 

$3,080.00

PROTOYPING DESIGN PHASE, INITIAL MOLD MAKING, COLOR SAMPLING , 
AND FINAL PROTOTYPING. $2,160.00

ESTIMATED TOTAL
ESTIMATED TOTAL INCLUDING PROTOTYPING AND PER- 
SITE COST ACROSS 8 INSTALLATION SITES. **DOES NOT 
INCLUDE INSTALLATION. 

$26,800.00

PRODUCTION ESTIMATE
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From: Michel Anderson manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org
Subject: BWB Ghost Rivers Budget

Date: February 26, 2021 at 12:49 PM
To: Bruce Willen bruce@brucewillen.com

Hi Bruce! Here's some cost numbers for you as well as some in-kind match BWB can offer....

PHASE 1:

TO BILL GRANT
Community Event Engagement - 2 staff, education table: $450
Co-host watershed walking tour - 1 staff, prep, presentation: $375

OFFERED IN-KIND
Education Consultation: $740
Outreach Assistance: $375
Interpretive Signage Consultation: $300
Advertising on BWB Social Media, Website, Newsletter: $600

PHASE 2:

TO BILL GRANT
Assist with development of self-guided walking tour: $4800
Neighborhood mural collaboration: $3420

In-kind of Phase 2 would look very much the same as Phase 1. 
I have also attached a LOS. Let me know if you have any questions. (And please read over the LOS and let me
know if you see any typos. ;) 

Best of luck!
M.

-- 

Michel Anderson
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement

manderson@bluewaterbaltimore.org
2631 Sisson Street Baltimore, MD 21211

               

Thinking things through.
Thinking through things.
Things through thinking.
Though thinking things.

-- Jim Dodge, Rain on the River
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2429 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218 
HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM
PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

DESIGN SERVICES ESTIMATE
PUBLIC MECHANICS, LLC

ATTENTION

Greater Remington Improvement 
Association 
406 W. 23rd Street
Baltimore, MD 21211

PROJECT NAME/NO.

Ghost Rivers neighborhood history 
installation

DATE

03/01/2021 

Services and Fees
PROJECT BASE FEE DISCOUNT 

(IN-KIND 
DONATION)

 TOTAL FEE

1. Experiential Design — signage and markers, site planning 
and design, construction drawings, vendor management 
Phase 1 at 8 sites in Remington

$20,000 $10,000
OR 50%

$10,000.00

2. Digital and graphic design — website design and 
development, graphic design of fyers and handouts, web and 
social media graphics

$12,000 $6,000
OR 50%

$6,000.00

3. Photography — 5 to 10 color-corrected, high-resolution 
site photographs. Perpetual worldwide license for all 
marketing, promotion, and editorial use related to project by 
client and partners

$1,000 $1,000 
OR 100%

$0.00

TOTAL DISCOUNT (IN-KIND DONATION) $17,000

TOTAL FEES $16,000
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2429 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218 
HOLLER@PUBLICMECHANICS.COM
PUBLICMECHANICS.COM

DESIGN SERVICES ESTIMATE
PUBLIC MECHANICS, LLC

Ghost Rivers, Phase 1 — Scope of Work
1. EXPERIENTAL DESIGN

DESIGN AND LAYOUT OF SIGNAGE AND ARTISTIC HISTORIC WAYFINDING MARKERS

•	 Concept, design, and layout of interpretive plaques and/or signage to be installed at each Ghost Rivers site. Each 
sign/plaque will have diferent design and content. (1 to 3 per site)

•	 Concept and design engraved metal or concrete historic markers to be embedded in city roadways and sidewalks

SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN — 8 SITES IN REMINGTON

•	 Measure/document sites to confrm existing conditions
•	 Develop scale site plans and select precise installation locations in consultation with GRIA and DOT 
•	 Construction and permitting drawings

VENDOR MANAGEMENT

•	 Coordinate with fabricators and installation contractors
•	 Prepare bid drawings
•	 Work with client and vendors to value engineer, review, and fnalize budgets
•	 Oversee installation

SITE VISITS, MEETING AND CALL PARTICIPATION

•	 Up to 12 site visits to review existing conditions and oversee installation
•	 Up to 12 remote client/vendor meetings and phone calls

2. DIGITAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN

WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

•	 Website design, programming, and content development for a Ghost Rivers website, which will provide additional 
historical and ecological context, action items, and visitor info. Website content may include: Project map and 
visitor information, Photography and artist renderings, Project updates and news related to engagement and 
educational events, Historical resources, including high-resolution maps and drawings, Links for additional 
context, Remington community histories, Resources on watershed health, stream restoration, and daylighting

FLYERS, HANDOUTS

•	 Graphic design 2 to 3 fyers and/or printed handouts, single sheet 11x17 or letter-size

WEB AND SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

•	 Graphic design of 4 to 5 static (non-animated) social media and/or email graphics

3. PHOTOGRAPHY
•	 5 to 10 color-corrected, high-resolution site photographs. 
•	 Perpetual worldwide license for marketing, promotion, and editorial use related to project by client and partners
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Blue Water Baltimore 

To restore the quality of Baltimore’s rivers, streams  
and harbor to foster a healthy environment, a  
strong economy, and thriving communities.

Our Mission

 
is an environmental nonprofit 

organization, created in 2010 
from the merger of five small 
watershed organizations, 
focused on improving 
water quality across the 
Baltimore region. From arts 

and education, to stormwater 
management projects and 

community clean ups, we offer
residents opportunities to learn about the threats to 
our waterways and the solutions that can help restore 
waterway health. We monitor water quality in city and 
county streams and share that data with government 
agencies and university researchers. We combine science 
with advocacy and enforcement to improve clean water 
laws and hold polluters accountable. We firmly believe that 
empowered individuals and organizations can accomplish 
more together than any of us could alone.
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Patty Dowd is 
a champion for 

clean water in her 
community. Having 

coordinated countless 
clean-ups in Herring Run Park, she 
knows what a recurring issue trash 
can be. When Patty caught a truck 
illegally dumping trash in the park, 
she made sure to photograph it and 
wait for the authorities until it was 
impounded. Her eye isn’t just on 
dumping though; she continues to 
submit pollution reports to Blue Water 
Baltimore so that our scientists can 
investigate. Members like Patty give a 
voice to our urban environment – what 
green spaces in Baltimore do you 
love?

Pollution Reporter

Spotlight

Patty 
Dowd

341 volunteers collected 
nearly six and a half tons of straws,  
Styrofoam cups, plastic bottles, tires, and other trash  
to prevent it from entering our waterways! 

We greened 27 blocks in 5 neighborhoods throughout 
Baltimore. Neighbors in your watershed  
will now watch more than 900 trees change color  
every fall and bloom every spring.

47 community members reported pollution in our 
watershed through Blue Water Baltimore’s pollution 
reporting hotline this year. These reports generate 
the momentum to address environmental concerns 
like water main breaks and sediment runoff violations. 
You can take action to fight pollution too! Visit 
bluewaterbaltimore.org/take-action/report-pollution/

Last summer, 11 classes learned how they are 
connected to our waterways through SummerREADS,  
a program for Baltimore City K-5 students. These  
294 students now have a better understanding of  
how waste gets into our waterways, what they can  
do to stop it, and just how important their actions  
and voices are. 

Over 1,000 Baltimore residents took home a free native 
tree in 2019. These trees will cool and clean our air, 
absorb stormwater, increase biodiversity, and beautify 
our neighborhoods. Keep an eye out for young native 
trees like sycamore, black cherry, and serviceberry  
in your neighborhood!

GREENED

TREES

27

900

HOURS

VOLUNTEERS
341

865

Reported
pollution

COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

47

Given to 
Baltimore
Residents

1000+
TREES

2019 in Review

STUDENTS 

reached through
SummerREADS 

workshops

294

2631 Sisson St. Baltimore, MD  21211  •  (410) 254 - 1577  •  www.bluewaterbaltimore.org

Pollution Reporting

BLOCKS
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 (continued) 
 

Michel Parmentier Anderson 
2909 Westfield Ave, Baltimore, MD 21214 

 Email: michel.p.anderson@gmail.com  |  Phone: 443-838-3349  
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT                     
Professional nature-based and sustainability educator with over eight years of experience and a record of increased 
responsibility. Experienced in program design, implementation, and management. Specialist in nature-based 
education with an emphasis on integrating sustainability and community-based education into organizational systems 
and curriculum design. Competent in delivering nature-based presentations for students, adults, and professional 
teachers. 
 
EDUCATION 
M.Ed. Educating for Sustainability May 2016 
Antioch University New England  • Keene, NH, USA      
Awards: Nature-based Urban Fellowship, President’s Merit Scholarship 
 
B.A. Visual Art & Photography, Cum Laude Dec 2003 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County • Baltimore, MD, USA 
Award: Jaromir Stephany Scholarship  
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE                          
Senior Manager of Ecoliteracy & Engagement Jun 2016 – Present 
Blue Water Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Strategically integrates Ecoliteracy Programming into the various departments of BWB 
• Developed and manages a fee-for-service model to deliver educational programs to schools and institutions  
• Designs and facilitates experiential workshops for community-based advocacy and environmental regeneration  
• Manages various outreach/education grant deliverables and fee-for-service projects  
• Conducts Photovoice Workshops with city residents that culminate in public exhibitions  
• Leads nature-connection walks within city parks that couples direct experience with scientific observation 
• Represents staff on the Strategic Planning Committee  
 
Ecoliteracy & Sustainability Coordinator Oct 2012 – Jun 2016 
Waldorf School of Baltimore • Baltimore, MD, USA 
• Expanded and integrated sustainability initiatives within the curriculum, facilities, and school culture 
• Developed and directed the Forest Aftercare program 
• Designed and taught a Nature Study course for ages 5 to 12  
• Maintained reporting of Maryland Green School and International Eco-Schools status  
• Integrated animal husbandry into the curriculum – introduced chickens and maintained honeybee hive 
• Prepared and implemented a playscape and permaculture design plan for the property 
• Created and maintained a sustainability blog – www.sustainablewaldorf.com 

 
English Language Teacher Dec 2009 – Aug 2012 
Schools Link: Hoang Dieu and Tay Son State Primary Schools • Hanoi, Vietnam                 
• Prepared and conducted 28 lessons per week to over 300 students in grades 1 – 3  
• Administered and graded written and oral examinations and conducted parent/teacher meetings 
• Promoted a positive and fun learning environment and cultivated cultural sensitivity in the classroom 
 
Art Conservator Assistant Mar 2008 – Mar 2009 
William Lewin Conservator • Baltimore, MD, USA                                   
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Michel P. Anderson  |  2 
 

• Conserved gold-gilded artifacts for private collectors, international museums and government institutions 
     
Draftsman & Furniture Maker Jan 1995 – Feb 2008 
R. A. Anderson Wood Products • Baltimore, MD, USA                              
• Managed custom furniture projects from design to completion 

 
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS       
First Aid & CPR/AED - American Heart Association Jun 2017 
Permaculture Design - Permaculture Maryland May 2014  
Medication Technician - Maryland Board of Nursing Apr 2014 
Baltimore City Master Gardener - University of Maryland Extension Apr 2013  
Natural Honeybee Stewardship - Baltimore Honey Feb 2013 
Hospice Care - Joseph Richey Hospice of Baltimore Mar 2009 
TESL Teacher Certification - Oxford Seminars Feb 2009 
 
PUBLICATIONS                                                    
Book Chapters - Fortlandia: The Kingdom of Learning; A World of Sticks & Stones  
     Sobel, David, The Sky Above and the Earth Below, RedLeaf Press, St. Paul, MN, USA  2020 
Rolling Stones & Catching Beetles – Green Teacher: Education for Planet Earth Magazine 
     Available online: greenteacher.com/rolling-stones-catching-beetles/ Sep 2016
  
NOTABLE PRESENTATIONS & WORSHOPS              ___ 
Pollinator Garden Design for Urban Schools - MAEOE Feb 2018 
Watershed Ecology in the Anthropocene – Baltimore Museum of Art Jan 2018 
Deep Blue See: Photovoice & Community Engagement – Nature City Forum                                     Nov 2017                                           
Earthling Power: How Nature Shapes Our Understanding of Community – EPA   Apr 2016 
Beyond School Walls: Human Development & Nature Play – Waldorf School of Baltimore     Apr 2016 
Permaculture Primer – For-Win-Ash Federated Gardening Club Apr 2016 
Educating for Ecophilia - Baltimore Office of Sustainability Oct 2015 
Ecoliteracy & Waldorf Education - Associated Waldorf Schools of North America                               Mar 2014  
Anaerobic Composting in the Classroom - MAEOE Feb 2014 
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Bruce Willen is a multidisciplinary designer, artist, and the founder of 
Public Mechanics — a design studio working in public and cultural spaces. 
Bruce collaborates with civic, arts, and design innovators on projects that 
jaywalk through the intersection of experiential design, placemaking, and 
public art.

Bruce co-founded acclaimed design agency Post Typography where 
he led high-profle projects that have shaped the visual language of 
Baltimore and the sustainable building industry. He is co-author of the 
book Lettering & Type and has written for the Washington Post, Design 
Observer, and other publications. Bruce’s designs and illustrations have 
appeared on covers of Time Magazine, The New York Times, and ESPN, 
among others. His work has received numerous fancy-pants design 
awards and has been published in dozens of design periodicals and books, 
including a Post Typography monograph. He has spoken at the Cooper 
Union, Minneapolis College of Art & Design, and Harvard University 
among many others.

As part of his multidisciplinary practice, Bruce composes music, flm 
scores, and sound art. With instrumental duo Peals, Bruce has performed 
in clock towers, museums, and living rooms on multiple continents and 
has released recordings with legendary indie label Thrill Jockey Records. 
Prior to Peals, Bruce contributed to Baltimore’s music scene for nine years 
as a member of the infuential post-punk band Double Dagger, subject of 
the 2013 documentary flm If We Shout Loud Enough.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND + SELECT PROJECTS

Public Mechanics: Founder. Baltimore, MD (2020–present)
 Ƈ Catonsville Arts & Entertainment District. Placemaking + branding. Catonsville, MD

 Ƈ Baltimore Museum of Art. Museum branding + wayfinding design. Baltimore, MD

 Ƈ Middle Branch Park. Branding, experiential design, community engagement 
strategy, public art programming. Baltimore, MD

 Ƈ Signal Station North. Public art, branding, creative placemaking strategy for NEA-
funded neighborhood artistic lighting initiative. Baltimore, MD

Post Typography: Creative Director + Founding Partner. Baltimore, MD 
and Brooklyn, NY (2007–2020)

 Ƈ Conceived and led high-impact placemaking projects for Light City Baltimore 
Festival, Waverly Main Street, Union Craft Brewing, and others.

 Ƈ Experiential design and branding for the Parkway Theatre and The Voxel Theater

 Ƈ Illustrated multiple covers of Time Magazine, The New York Times, Washington 
Post, ESPN Magazine, and many other publications.

 Ƈ Clients include: Baltimore Museum of Art, U.S. Forest Service, American 
Institute of Architects, Beach House, Sony Music Entertainment, Penguin/
Random House, Maryland Film Festival, U.S. Green Building Council

House Industries: Designer. Yorklyn, DE (2003)
 Ƈ Pioneering type foundry and design studio best known for its widely-used 

typefaces and collaborations with Heath Ceramics and Eames Foundation

SPEAKING, PANELS + WORKSHOPS

Featured speaker and keynote on design and interdisciplinary 
collaboration at dozens of conferences and colleges including:
Harvard University, Hopscotch Design Festival, AIGA (American 
Institute of Graphic Artists), Kansas City Art Institute, Minneapolis 
College of Art & Design, MICA, Cooper Union, Type Directors Club NYC, 
University of Texas at Austin

50+ AWARDS

Honors, awards, and competition wins include:
AIGA Design Awards, Creative Review, Chicago International Poster 
Biennial, AIA Baltimore (Grand Design Award), Communication Arts 
Design Annual, Society of News Design (Gold Medal), Type Directors 
Club Competition, Print Magazine Design Annual (16 awards), American 
Illustration, Maryland Federation of Art

BRUCE WILLEN
ARTIST, FOUNDER OF PUBLIC MECHANICS
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2BRUCE WILLEN / PUBLIC MECHANICS    2429 MARYLAND AVENUE  /  BALTIMORE, MD 21218  /  410 299 0028  /  BRUCE@BRUCEWILLEN.COM  /  BRUCEWILLEN.COM

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

University of Maryland, College Park. Designer in Residence (6 credits), 2015

Maryland Institute College of Art. Undergraduate and graduate level courses: 
Lettering & Typography, Experimental Typography, Graduate Typography Studio, 
2005–2015

 

CIVIC ADVOCACY + PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT  

Baltimore Design School board member. Serves on the Professional Development 
Committee at this design-focused public school. 2018–present

Successfully advocated for creation of a municipal civic innovation office in 
Baltimore. (Mayor’s Office of Innovation established in 2017)

Juror for 57th Annual Type Directors Club international typography competition, 2014

Old Goucher Neighborhood Master Plan: Initiated project, led design team, 
contributing editor for Baltimore neighborhood urban planning project, 2014–2016

SELECT PUBLISHED WRITING

Lettering & Type (Princeton Architectural Press, 2009)
An introductory book on lettering, type, and experimental alphabets

Post Typography (Pyramyd Éditions, 2007) 
Paperback monograph of Post Typography’s early work. Paris, France.

Design Observer. In Defense of Inconvenience — essay, 2019

Washington Post. Ocasio-Cortez Scored a Victory for Campaign Posters, 2018

Maharam Stories (Rizzoli) — contributing essayist, 2012–2015

SELECT PRESS

Interviewed, Profiled, and Reviewed in more than 100 Publications 
including: Fast Company, CityLab, Washington Post Magazine, Brand 
New, Communication Arts, Print Magazine, Metropolis, Sirius XM Radio

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Work featured in over 25 design and art books including: 
Area 2 (Phaidon), Contemporary Graphic Design (Taschen) Graphic 
Design: The New Basics, Thinking With Type, D.I.Y. (Princeton 
Architectural Press), Please Make This Look Nice (Rizzoli)

GROUP EXHIBITIONS

Artwork included in 30+ Juried and Curated Group Exhibitions

SELECT MUSIC COMPOSITION, PERFORMANCE + ART

Symphonie Diagonale 1921. (New score for cubist silent film.) MdFF. Baltimore, MD

Fermata. (“Bubble Bath” 12-channel music composition part of International survey 
of contemporary sound art.) Artisphere. Arlington, VA.

Peals  Multi-instrumentalist and composer 
 Ƈ 2 full-length albums, 2 EPs (Thrill Jockey Records)

 Ƈ Collabs w/ artists, filmmakers, musicians incl. James Iha (Smashing Pumpkins) 

 Ƈ Interactive sound art app, Bubble Bath, that generates abstract musical 
soundscapes and allows listeners to build their own ambient arrangements

 Ƈ Music used on This American Life, David Chang’s Ugly Delicious, Invisibilia, and 
several documentary films.

 Ƈ Over 9 million streams on Spotify and extensive radio and podcast play

 
EDUCATION

BFA in Graphic Design. MICA (Maryland Institute College of Art). Baltimore, MD. 
Magna Cum Laude. 

SELECT PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS + SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2021 Light Gallery (Multi-site permanent public light art installation) Baltimore, MD

2021 Monuments for People. (Large-scale commissioned public art installation) 
Washington, DC

2020 The Chairs. (RFP-winning large-scale permanent public art installation) 
Anacostia Public Library. Washington, DC

2019 Post Typography: Look Again. Aesthetic Union. San Francisco, CA

2018 Some Thing in the Water — Light City Baltimore  (25,000 sq. ft. 
underwater light and audio installation) Baltimore, MD

2015 Time Is a Milk Bowl. (Peals and Zoe Friedman installation + performance) 
Pioneer Works. Brooklyn, NY

2013 Words Are Pictures Are Words. (Immersive installation & educational 
space design) Baltimore Museum of Art. Baltimore, MD

2008 Public Print Lab. (Post Typography) Interactive, participatory art 
installation. Creative Alliance. Baltimore, MD

2006 Post Typography. Rhode Island School of Design. Providence, RI
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